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Abstract

In this paper we prove the existence of Kähler metrics of constant scalar curvature
on the blow up at finitely many points of a compact manifold that already carries
a constant scalar curvature Kähler metric. In the case where the manifold has
nontrivial holomorphic vector fields with zeros, we give necessary conditions on
the number and locations of the blow up points for the blow up to carry constant
scalar curvature Kähler metrics.

1. Introduction and statement of the results

1.1. Introduction. Letting .M; J; g; !/ be a Kähler manifold of complex di-
mension m� 2, we recall that the metric g, the complex structure J and the Kähler
form ! are related by

!.X; Y /D g.J X; Y /

for all X; Y 2 TM . Assume that the scalar curvature of g is constant. Given n
distinct points p1; : : : ; pn 2M , the question we would like to address is whether
the blow up of M at the points p1; : : : ; pn can be endowed with a constant scalar
curvature Kähler metric. In the case where the answer to this question is positive,
we would like to characterize the Kähler classes on the blown up manifold for
which we are able to find such a metric. In [2], we have already given a positive
answer to these questions in the case where the manifold M has no nontrivial
holomorphic vector field with zeros (this condition is for example fulfilled when the
group of automorphisms of M is discrete). Under this condition, we have obtained
the following:

THEOREM 1.1 ([2]). Assume that .M; J; g; !/ is a constant scalar curvature
compact Kähler manifold and further assume that .M; J / does not have any non-
trivial holomorphic vector field with zeros. Given finitely many points p1; : : : ; pn
2M and positive numbers a1; : : : ; an > 0, there exists "0 > 0 such that, for all
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" 2 .0; "0/, the blow up of M at p1; : : : ; pn carries a constant scalar curvature
Kähler metric g" which is associated to the Kähler form

!" 2 �
� Œ!�� "2 .a

1
m�1

1 PDŒE1�C : : : C a
1

m�1
n PDŒEn�/;

where the PDŒEj � are the Poincaré duals of the .2m� 2/-homology classes of the
exceptional divisors of the blow up at pj . Moreover, as " tends to 0, the sequence
of metrics .g"/" converges to g (in smooth topology) on compact subsets away from
the exceptional divisors.

If the scalar curvature of g is not zero then the scalar curvatures of g" and of
g have the same signs. Also, if the scalar curvature of g is zero and the first Chern
class of M is nonzero, then one can arrange so that the scalar curvature of g" is also
equal to 0. This last result complements in any dimension previous constructions
which have been obtained in complex dimensionmD 2 and for zero scalar curvature
metrics by Kim-LeBrun-Pontecorvo [11], LeBrun-Singer [16] and Rollin-Singer
[23]. Indeed, using twistor theory, Kim-LeBrun-Pontecorvo and LeBrun-Singer
have been able to construct such metrics by desingularizing some quotients of
minimal ruled surfaces and, more recently, Rollin-Singer [23] have shown that,
keeping the scalar curvature zero, one can desingularize compact orbifolds of zero
scalar curvature with cyclic orbifold groups by solving, on the desingularization,
the hermitian anti-selfdual equation (which implies the existence of a zero scalar
curvature Kähler metric).

Theorem 1.1 is obtained using a connected sum of the Kähler form ! at each
pj with a zero scalar curvature Kähler metric g0 which is defined on zCm, the blow
up of Cm at the origin. This metric g0 is associated to a Kähler form �0 and has
been discovered, inspired by previous work of Calabi [6], by Burns when mD 2
(and first described by Lebrun in [13]) and by Simanca [25] when m� 3. Since it
is at the heart of our construction, we will briefly describe it in Section 2.

In the present paper, we focus our attention on the case whereM has nontrivial
holomorphic vector fields with zeros (this condition implies in particular that M
has a nontrivial continuous automorphism group).

Given n� 1, we define

M n
4 WD f.p1; : : : ; pn/ 2M

n
W pa ¤ pb 8a¤ bg:

A consequence of our main result states that the blow up of M at sufficiently many
carefully chosen points can be endowed with a constant scalar curvature Kähler
metric.

THEOREM 1.2. Assume that .M; J; g; !/ is a constant scalar curvature com-
pact Kähler manifold. There exists ng � 1 and for all n � ng there exists a
nonempty open subset Vn �M n

4
, such that for all .p1; : : : ; pn/ 2 Vn the blow up of
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M at p1; : : : ; pn carries a family of constant scalar curvature Kähler metrics .g"/"
converging to g (in smooth topology) on compact subsets away from the exceptional
divisors, as the parameter " tends to 0.

This result is a consequence of Theorem 1.3, Lemma 1.1 and Lemma 1.2
below. In particular Theorem 1.3 gives more details about the structure of the
Kähler classes on the blow up in which the constant scalar curvature Kähler forms
can be found.

In the case where .M; J / does not have any nontrivial holomorphic vector
fields with zeros, Theorem 1.2 reduces to Theorem 1.1 with ng D 1 and Vn DM n

4
.

We emphasize that, in the presence of a nontrivial holomorphic vector field with
zeros, the number and position of the blow up points are not arbitrary anymore.

1.2. The main result. The determination of the least value of ng for which the
result holds, the location of the points which can be blown up as well as the Kähler
classes obtained on the blow up, are rather delicate issues. To describe these we
need to digress slightly. Now assume that .M; J; g; !/ is a constant scalar curvature
compact Kähler manifold. Thanks to the Matsushima-Lichnerowicz Theorem, the
space of holomorphic vector fields with zeros is also the complexification of the
real vector space of holomorphic vector fields „ that can be written as

„DX � i J X;

where X is a Killing vector field with zeros. We denote by h, the space of Killing
vector fields with zeros and by

� WM 7�! h�;

the moment map which is defined by requiring that, for all X 2 h, the (real-valued)
function f WD h�; Xi is a Hamiltonian for the vector field X . Namely it is the
unique solution of

�df D !.X;�/;

which is normalized by Z
M

f dvolg D 0:

Equivalently the function f is a solution of

�x@f D 1
2
!.„; � /:

where „DX � i J X is the holomorphic vector field associated to X . The map �
is nothing but the moment map for the action of the hamiltonian isometry group.

Our main result is a consequence of the following sequence of results. The
first one gives a sufficient condition on the number and location of the blow up
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points as well as on the Kähler classes on the blow up manifold for Theorem 1.2 to
hold:

THEOREM 1.3. Assume that .M; J; g; !/ is a compact Kähler manifold with
constant scalar curvature and that .p1; : : : ; pn/ 2M n

4
are chosen so that:

(1) �.p1/; : : : ; �.pn/ span h�;

and

(2) there exist a1; : : : ; an > 0 such that
nX

jD1

aj �.pj /D 0 2 h�:

Then, there exist c > 0, "0 > 0 and for all " 2 .0; "0/, there exists on the blow up of
M at p1; : : : ; pn a constant scalar curvature Kähler metric g" which is associated
to the Kähler form

!" 2 �
� Œ!�� "2 .a

1
m�1

1;" PDŒE1�C � � �C a
1

m�1
n;" PDŒEn�/;

where the PDŒEj � are the Poincaré duals of the .2m� 2/-homology classes of the
exceptional divisors of the blow up at pj and where

jaj;"� aj j � c "
2

2mC1 :

Finally, the sequence of metrics .g"/" converges to g (in smooth topology) on
compacts, away from the exceptional divisors.

Therefore, in the presence of nontrivial holomorphic vector fields with zeros,
the number of points which can be blown up, their location, as well as the possible
Kähler classes on the blown up manifold have to satisfy some constraints. We em-
phasize the Riemannian nature of the result which is reflected first in the hypothesis
since conditions (1) and (2) do depend on the choice of the metric g and second in
the conclusion since the metrics we construct on the blow up of M are, away from
the exceptional divisors of the blown up points, small perturbations of the initial
metric g.

Remark 1.1. A fundamental result concerning Kähler constant scalar curvature
metrics is their uniqueness up to automorphisms in their Kähler class, as recently
proved (even for the more general class of extremal metrics) by Chen-Tian [7]. This
implies that, up to automorphisms, all the constant scalar curvature Kähler metrics
produced in this paper are uniquely representative of their Kähler class. Nonetheless
Theorem 1.3 can be applied to any of the metrices obtained from a fixed one by
moving it with an automorphism of M . We shall exploit this fact in a forthcoming
paper [1] to analyze the behaviour of the conditions (1) and (2) which appear in the
statement of Theorem 1.3 under the action of the automorphism group.
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From a Kählerian point of view we can interpret the role of the aj ’s as giving
a direction in the Kähler cone of the blown up manifold in which one can deform
the Kähler class ��Œ!� (which of course lies on the boundary of this Kähler cone)
to find a family of constant scalar curvature Kähler metrics on the blow up of M .

As will be explained in Section 6, the first condition (1) is easily seen to be
generic (and open) in the sense that:

LEMMA 1.1. With the above notation, assume that n� dim h then, the set of
points .p1; : : : ; pn/ 2M n

4
such that condition (1) is fulfilled is an open and dense

subset of M n
4

.

When d � dim h, it is well known that, for a choice of blow up points
.p1; : : : ; pd / in some open and dense subset of M d

4
, the group of automorphisms

of M blown up at p1; : : : ; pd is trivial (observe that dim h is also equal to the
dimension of the identity component of the automorphisms group of M ). In view
of all these results, one is tempted to conjecture that condition (1) is equivalent to
the fact that the group of automorphisms of M blown up at p1; : : : ; pn is trivial.
However, this is not the case since these two conditions turn out to be of a different
nature. The role of the zeros of the elements of h will be clarified in [1]. For
example, let us assume that hD Span fXg for X ¤ 0. If we denote by f WD h�; Xi,
it is enough to choose p1; : : : ; pn not all in the zero set of f for condition (1) to
hold, while the group of automorphisms of M blown up at p1; : : : ; pn is trivial if
and only if one of the pj is chosen away from the zero set of X , which corresponds
to the set of critical points of function f !

Condition (2) is more subtle and more of a nonlinear nature. We will prove,
in Section 6, that this condition is always fulfilled for some careful choice of the
points, provided their number n is chosen larger than some value ng � dim hC 1.

LEMMA 1.2. With the above notation, assume that n� dim hC 1, then the set
of points .p1; : : : ; pn/ 2M n

4
for which (1) and (2) hold is an open (possibly empty)

subset of M n
4

. Moreover, there exists ng � dim hC 1 such that, for all n� ng the
set of points .p1; : : : ; pn/ 2M n

4
for which (1) and (2) hold is a nonempty open

subset of M n
4

.

The proof of the Lemma 1.2 is due to E. Sandier, and we are very grateful to
him for allowing us to present it here. In contrast with condition (1), it is easy to
convince oneself that condition (1) does not hold for generic choice of the points.
For example, assuming that hD Span fXg for X ¤ 0, we say f WD h�; Xi and we
choose n� 2. Then (1) holds provided f .p1/; : : : ; f .pn/ are not all equal to 0 and
(2) holds provided f .p1/; : : : ; f .pn/ do not all have the same sign. Clearly, the
set of such points is a nonempty open subset of M n

4
which is not dense.

Remark 1.2. By definition ng is larger than dim h, which also corresponds to
the dimension of the space of holomorphic vector fields with zeros on .M; J / (in
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particular, dim h does not depend on the metric !). It is interesting to determine the
least value of ng , i.e. the minimal number of points for which the two conditions
(1) and (2) are fulfilled for a given constant scalar curvature Kähler metric g. Even
in explicit examples, the determination of ng seems to be a hard exercise.

Remark 1.3. We believe that (2) is a necessary condition for the result of
Theorem 1.3 to hold. To give further credit to this belief, we refer to the discussion
of this issue by Thomas [28, pp. 27, 28] and also to the recent preprint by Stoppa
[27] where some partial result is obtained in this direction.

We now give a number of explicit examples to which our result can be applied.
If we take M D Pm endowed with a Fubini-Study metric gFS, we have:

PROPOSITION 1.1. When M D Pm and gD gFS, then dim hDm2C 2m and
ngFS � 2m .mC 1/.

This result yields the existence of constant scalar curvature Kähler metrics on the
blow up of Pm at n points which belong to some nonempty open set of .Pm/n

4
,

provided n� ngFS .

1.3. The equivariant setting. As already mentioned, ng is (by definition) larger
than the dimension of the space of holomorphic vector fields vanishing somewhere
on M . Nevertheless, in some explicit cases, one can make use of the symmetries
of the manifold M and work equivariantly to construct constant scalar curvature
Kähler forms on the blow up of M at fewer points than the number ng given in
Theorem 1.1. At first glance, there seems to be some apparent contradiction in this
statement; however, one should keep in mind that since one requires the sequence
of metrics .g"/" to converge to g as " tends to 0 away from the exceptional divisors,
these equivariant constructions do not hold anymore for choices of the blow up
points in some open subset of M n

4
.

To state the equivariant version of Theorem 1.3, we assume that we are given
� , a finite subgroup of isometries of .M; J; g; !/, we denote by h� � h the Lie
subalgebra consisting of elements of h which are �-invariant and we denote by

�� WM �! h� �;

the corresponding moment map. Observe that � acting on M will lift as a discrete
subgroups of isometries z� on the blow up of M at a finite number of points
p1; : : : ; pn provided the set of blow up points is closed under the action of � (i.e.
for all pj and all � 2 � , �.pj / 2 fp1; : : : ; png). We then have the equivariant
version of Theorem 1.3:

THEOREM 1.4. Assume that � is a finite subgroup of isometries of .M;J; g; !/,
a constant scalar curvature Kähler manifold. Then, the result of Theorem 1.3 holds
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provided p1; : : : ; pn 2M are chosen so that:

the set fp1; : : : ; png is closed under the action of �;(3)

��.p1/; : : : ; �
�.pn/ span h� �;(4)

and there exist a1; : : : ; an > 0 with:

(5) aj D aj 0 if pj D �.pj 0/ for some � 2 � and
nX

jD1

aj �
�.pj /D 0 2 h� �:

Moreover, the constant scalar curvature metrics g" on the blow up of M at
p1; : : : ; pn are invariant under the action of z� (the lift of � to the blow up of M ).

On the one hand, working equivariantly with respect to a large finite group of
isometries � certainly decreases the dimension of the space of Killing vector fields
which are invariant under the action of � and hence weakens the hypothesis which
are needed for the construction to work. On the other hand, observe that the set of
points which can be blown up has to be closed under the action of � and in general
this substantially increases the number of points that have to be blown up. There is
therefore some delicate balancing between the size of the finite group � and the
number of blow up points.

We illustrate this fact in Section 7 where we once more consider the case of
the projective space Pm. Working equivariantly, we obtain the:

COROLLARY 1.1. Given q1; : : : ; qmC1 linearly independent points on Pm,
there exists "0 > 0 and for all " 2 .0; "0/, there exists a constant (positive) scalar
curvature Kähler metric g" on the blow up of Pm at q1; : : : ; qmC1 with associated
Kähler form

!" 2 �
� Œ!FS�� "

2 .PDŒE1�C � � �CPDŒEmC1�/;

where the PDŒEj � are the Poincaré duals of the .2m� 2/-homology classes of the
exceptional divisors of the blow up at qj .

Observe that all volumes of the exceptional divisors are identical. Moreover,
the above result is optimal in the number of points because Pm blown up at n�m
points is known not to carry any constant scalar curvature Kähler metric since it
violates the Matsushima-Lichnerowicz obstruction. Finally, observe that Pm blown
up at p1; : : : ; pmC1 still has holomorphic vector fields vanishing somewhere.

It is well known that on Pm, mC 2 points forming a projective frame are
enough to kill all holomorphic vector fields after blow up, and we can prove that
this condition also guarantees the existence of a Kähler constant scalar curvature
metric. Indeed, working equivariantly, we also have:
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COROLLARY 1.2. Given n � mC 2 and points q1; : : : ; qn 2 Pm such that
q1; : : : ; qmC2 form a projective frame, the blow up of Pm at q1; : : : ; qn carries con-
stant scalar curvature Kähler metrics and no holomorphic vector fields. Moreover
qmC3; : : : ; qn can be chosen arbitrarily on Pm blown up at q1; : : : ; qmC2.

Let us emphasize that, even though the choice of mC 1 linearly independent
points (resp. the choice of a projective frame) ranges into an open and dense subset
of .Pm/mC1

4
(resp. .Pm/mC2

4
), Corollary 1.1 and Corollary 1.2 do not show that the

constant ngFS in Proposition 1.1 can be taken to be equal to mC1. For example, as
will be explained in Section 8, given two different sets of linearly independent points
p1; : : : ; pmC1 and q1; : : : ; qmC1, the Kähler metrics on the blow up of Pm at these
different sets of points are in general close to two different Fubini-Study metrics,
one of which is the pull back of the other one by a biholomorphic transformation
that sends the points pj into the points qj . Again, this reflects the Riemannian
nature of Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.4 while the statements of Corollary 1.1 and
1.2 are more of a Kählerian flavor.

Recall that, for 2-dimensional complex manifolds, Kähler metrics with zero
scalar curvature have been obtained by Rollin-Singer [23] on blow ups of P1 �P1,
P2 (for n � 10) or T1 �P1 (for n � 4) using a different approach based on both
algebraic tools and a connected-sum result. Moreover in [22] they have been able
to find constant (nonzero) scalar curvature Kähler metrics also on the blow up of
P1�P1 at n� 6 points. Also, the existence of zero scalar curvature Kähler metrics
on blow ups of P1�†, when † is a Riemann surface of genus greater than or equal
to 2, is due to LeBrun-Singer [16], using twistor theory. Our results also help to
complement these constructions and we obtain constant scalar curvature metrics on
the blow up (at carefully chosen points) of Pm1 �Pm2 endowed with the product
of Fubini-Study metrics and also on the blow up of Pm1 �M endowed with the
product metric, where .M; J; g; !/ is any m2-dimensional Kähler manifold with a
constant scalar curvature metric and without any a nontrivial holomorphic vector
field with zeros. We refer to Section 8 for detailed statements.

1.4. Relation with GIT. To end this rather long introduction, let us briefly
comment on the relation between our result and the different stability notions which
arise in GIT. Recent years have seen some spectacular works, inspired by the
analogy with the Hitchin-Kobayashi correspondence for vector bundles, relating
the existence of canonical metrics to different stability notions of manifolds [29],
[8], [21], [18]. It is then natural to try to interpret our results in terms of algebraic
stability of the underlying manifold. Particular care must be taken since such
algebraic notions (as Hilbert, Chow or K-stability) need what is called a polarizing
class, i.e. a rational Kähler class. Clearly, the results of Theorem 1.3 and Theorem

1.4 do not guarantee the rationality of all "2 a
1

m�1

j;" for some " and for all j D1; : : : ; n.
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Nevertheless, if we blow up enough points to kill all the automorphisms of the
base manifold and if we succeed in applying Theorem 1.3, then the rationality of
the Kähler class with a canonical representative can be achieved using the implicit
function theorem [15], and one can conclude that the resulting polarized manifold
is, for example, asymptotically Chow stable using the result of Donaldson [8] or
K-semistable as proved by Chen-Tian [7] and Donaldson [9]. We shall return to
this question in [1], where we study in detail the margins of freedom in choosing
the weights and the position of points for which the present construction works.

With the help of symmetries in particular cases, rationality of the Kähler class
can be achieved even in the presence of a continuous automorphism group (as is
for example the case of .Pm; gFS/ blown up at mC 1 points in general position).
Again when this happens one can conclude, using Donaldson [9] and Chen-Tian’s
results [7], that the resulting polarized manifolds areK-semistable. In the remaining
cases one should recall that Tian [30] conjectured that the existence of a Kähler
constant scalar curvature metric should be equivalent to the analytic G-stability of
the manifold .M; Œ!�/ (a notion independent of the rationality of the Kähler class)
for some maximal compact subgroup G of the automorphism group.

Finally, as already mentioned, condition (2) that arises in the statement of
our main result can be understood as a balancing condition and we believe that
it should be related to some suitable stability property of the blown up manifold.
Again, we refer to the recent survey by Thomas [28, pp. 27–28] for a discussion
of how this condition can be interpreted geometrically and to the recent preprint
by Stoppa [27]. The fact that some positivity condition must hold is present in all
known examples in different veins, and has been deeply investigated in the case of
complex surfaces with zero scalar curvature by LeBrun-Singer [16], Rollin-Singer
[23], and for Del Pezzo surfaces by Rollin-Singer [22].

1.5. Plan of the paper. In Section 2, we describe weighted Hölder spaces
which constitute the key tool for our perturbation result. This will also be the
opportunity to give some details about Burns-Simanca’s metric g0 defined on zCm,
the blow up of Cm at the origin. In Section 3, we explain the structure of the scalar
curvature operator under some perturbation of the Kähler metric in a given Kähler
class. Section 4 is devoted to the study of the mapping properties of the linearized
scalar curvature operators either about the manifold .M; J; g; !/ with finitely many
points removed or about the complete noncompact manifold .zCm; J0; g0; �0/. In
Section 5 we construct infinite-dimensional families of constant scalar curvature
Kähler metrics on the complement of finitely many small balls in M or in some
large ball in zCm. These families are parametrized by the boundary data of the
Kähler potential. We finally explain at the end of this section how the boundary data
on the different summands can be chosen so that the different Kähler metrics can
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be connected together. This will complete the proof of Theorem 1.3. In Section 6,
we give the proofs of Lemma 1.1 and Lemma 1.2. Finally, the last two sections are
devoted to the study of the examples to which our result applies.

2. Weighted spaces

In this section, we describe weighted Hölder spaces on the noncompact (not
complete) open manifold .M � WDM nfp1; : : : ; png; g/, as well as weighted Hölder
spaces on the noncompact complete manifold .zCm; g0/, the blow up of Cm at the
origin endowed with a scalar flat Kähler metric.

For all r > 0, we agree that

Br WD fz 2 Cm W jzj< rg;

denotes the open ball of radius r > 0 in Cm, xBr denotes the corresponding closed
ball and

xB�r WD
xBr n f0g;

the punctured closed ball. We will also define

Cr WD Cm n xBr and xCr WD Cm nBr ;

to be respectively the complement in Cm of the closed the ball and the open ball of
radius r > 0.

Definition 2.1. Assume that ` 2 N and ˛ 2 .0; 1/ are fixed. Given xr > 0 and a
function f 2 C`;˛

loc
. xB�
xr /, we define

kf k
C`;˛
ı
. xB�
xr
/
WD sup

0<r�xr

r�ı kf .r �/kC`;˛. xB1nB1=2/
;

and, for any function f 2 C`;˛
loc
. xCxr/, we define

kf k
C`;˛
ı
. xCxr /
WD sup

r�xr

r�ı kf .r �/kC`;˛. xB2nB1/
:

The norm k � k
C`;˛
ı
. xB�
xr
/

(resp. k � k
C`;˛
ı
. xCxr /

) measures the polynomial rate of blow
up or decay of functions at 0 (resp. at1).

2.1. Weighted spaces on M �. Assume that .M; J; g; !/ is a m-dimensional
Kähler manifold and that we are also given n distinct points p1; : : : ; pn 2M . Near
each pj , the manifold M is biholomorphic to a neighborhood of 0 in Cm and we
can choose complex coordinates z WD .z1; : : : ; zm/ in a neighborhood of 0 in Cm,
to parametrize a neighborhood of pj in M . In order to distinguish between the
different neighborhoods and coordinate systems, we agree that, for all r small
enough, say r 2 .0; r0/, Bj;r (resp. xBj;r and xB�j;r ) denotes the open ball (resp. the
closed and closed punctured ball) of radius r in the coordinates z parametrizing a
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fixed neighborhood of pj . We assume that r0 is chosen small enough so that the
xBj;r0 do not intersect each other. Without loss of generality, we can assume that
near pj , the coordinates we choose are normal coordinates and it follows from the
@ x@-Lemma (see [10, 107–108]) that the Kähler form ! can be expanded as

(6) ! WD i @ x@ .1
2
jzj2C �j /;

for some function �j 2 C3;˛4 . xB�j;r0/. This in particular implies that, in these coordi-
nates, the Euclidean metric on Cm and the metric g induced by ! agree up to order
2.

For all r 2 .0; r0/, we set

(7) xMr WDM n[j Bj;r :

We have already mentioned that

(8) M � WDM n fp1; : : : ; png:

The weighted spaces of functions defined on the noncompact (not complete) mani-
fold .M �; g/ is then defined as the set of functions whose decay or blow up near
any pj is controlled by a power of the distance to pj . More precisely, we have:

Definition 2.2. Given `2N, ˛ 2 .0; 1/ and ı 2R, we define the weighted space
C`;˛
ı
.M �/ to be the space of functions f 2 C`;˛

loc
.M �/ for which the following

norm is finite:

kf k
C`;˛
ı
.M�/

WD kfj xMr0=2
kC`;˛. xMr0=2/

C sup
jD1;:::;n

kfj xB�
j;r0

k
C`;˛
ı
. xB�
j;r0

/
:

Burns-Simanca’s metric and weighted spaces on the blow up of Cm. We now
turn to the description of weighted space on .zCm; J0; g0; �0/, the blow up at the
origin of Cm endowed with Burns-Simanca’s metric. As already mentioned in the
introduction, the scalar curvature of the Kähler form �0 is equal to 0. By construction,
the Kähler form �0 is invariant under the action of U.m/. If uD .u1; : : : ; um/ are
complex coordinates in Cm n f0g, the Kähler form �0 can be written as

(9) �0 D i @ x@
�
1
2
juj2CEm.juj/

�
:

More precisely

(10) �0 D i @ x@
�
1
2
juj2C log juj

�
;

in dimension mD 2. In dimension m� 3, even though there is no explicit formula,
we have

(11) �0 D i @ x@
�
1
2
juj2� juj4�2mCO.juj2�2m/

�
:
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These expansions follow from the analysis in [2]. Observe that there is some
flexibility in the definition of �0 since, for all a>0, the metric associated to a2 �0 is
still a zero scalar curvature Kähler metric on zCm. In the expansion of �0, the effect
of this scaling amounts, after a change of variables, to modifying the coefficient
in front of � log juj into �a2 log juj, when m D 2 or the coefficient in front of
juj4�2m into a2m�2 juj4�2m, in higher dimensions. We have chosen to normalize
these coefficients to be equal to 1.

An important property which will be crucial for our construction is that, in
the expansion of �0, the coefficient in front of log juj, in dimension mD 2 or the
coefficient in front of �juj4�2m, in dimension m� 3 are positive. Another property
the reader should keep in mind is that, for any choice of complex coordinates
(modulo U.m/) on Cm, one can construct Burns-Simanca’s metric. This flexibility
will play an important role in Section 5 where the coordinates u must be adapted to
the action of � , a compact group of isometries.

To simplify the notation, we set

N WD zCm;

and, for all R > 1, we define

(12) xNR WDN nCR:

We will denote by g0 the metric associated to the Kähler form �0. We are now in a
position to define weighted spaces on the noncompact complete manifold .N; g0/.
This time, we are interested in functions which decay or blow up at infinity at a
rate which is controlled by a power of the distance to a fixed point in N . More
precisely:

Definition 2.3. Given ` 2 N, ˛ 2 .0; 1/ and ı 2 R, we define the weighted
space C`;˛

ı
.N / to be the space of functions f 2 C`;˛

loc
.N / for which the norm

kf k
C`;˛
ı
.N/
WD kfj xN2

kC`;˛. xN2/
Ckfj xC1

k
C`;˛
ı
. xC1/

is finite.

3. The geometry of the equation

If .M; J; g; !/ is a Kähler manifold, we will indicate by Ricg the Ricci tensor
and by either s.g/ or s.!/ the scalar curvature of the metric g associated to !.

Following LeBrun-Simanca [15], we want to understand the behavior of the
scalar curvature under deformations of the Kähler form given by

z! WD !C i @ x@ f;

where f is a (real-valued) function defined onM . In local coordinates .v1; : : : ;vm/,
if we write
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z! D i
2

X
a;b

zg
axb
dva ^ dxvb;

then the scalar curvature of z! is given by

(13) s.z!/D�
X
a;b

zga
xb @va @xvb log .det .zg// ;

where zgaxb are the coefficients of the inverse of .zg
axb
/, the matrix of the coefficients

of the metric zg associated to zw. The following result is proven in [15] (or [4,
Lemma 2.158] and [6, p. 271]:

PROPOSITION 3.1. The scalar curvature of z! can be expanded in powers of
f and its derivatives as

s .z!/D s .!/� 1
2

�
�2g C 2Ricg � r2g

�
f CQg.r

2f /;

where Qg is a second order nonlinear differential operator that collects all the
nonlinear terms.

We shall return to the structure of the nonlinear operator Qg later and for the
time being, let us concentrate on the operator

(14) Lg WD�
2
g C 2Ricg � r2g ;

which will play a key role in our construction. To analyze this operator, we define
a second order operator Pg by

(15)
Pg W C1.M/ �! ƒ0;1.M; T 1;0/;

f 7�!
1
2
x@„f ;

where
„f WD J rf C i rf:

Following [15], we find that

(16) P �g Pg D
1
2
�2g C Ricg � r2g C

1
2
.rsC i J rs/;

where s is the scalar curvature of the metric g. The key observation is that, when
the scalar curvature of g is constant we simply have

(17) P �g Pg D
1
2
�2g C Ricg � r2g :

In particular, to any element f of Ker Lg one can associate „f WD J rf C i rf a
holomorphic vector field with zeros and Xf WD J rf 2 h a Killing field with zeros.
For constant scalar curvature Kähler metrics, more is true and the following result
provides the crucial relation between the kernel of the linearized scalar curvature
operator Lg and the space of holomorphic vector fields with zeros or Killing vector
fields with zeros:
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THEOREM 3.1 ([15]). Assume that .M; J; g; !/ is a compact constant scalar
curvature Kähler manifold. Then the complexification of the subspace of the kernel
of Lg spanned by functions whose mean overM is 0, is in one to one correspondence
with the (complex) vector space of holomorphic vector fields with zeros and also
with h the (real) vector space of Killing vector fields with zeros.

The previous considerations extend to .zCm; J0; g0; �0/ and this implies the
following important result which states that there are no elements in the kernel of
the operator Lg0 which decay at infinity.

PROPOSITION 3.2 ([2]). There are no nontrivial solution to Lg0 f D 0, which
belong to C4;˛

ı
.N /, for some ı < 0.

The proof of this result is given in [2] and borrows idea from a proof of
a similar, more general, result proved in [12]. Since it is a key element of our
construction we briefly sketch the proof here.

Proof. Assume that for ı < 0 we have some real-valued function f 2C4;˛
ı
.N /

satisfying Lg0 f D 0. Multiplying this equation by f and integrating by parts over
N , we find that the vector field „ defined by �x@f D 1

2
�0.„;�/ is a holomorphic

vector field which tends to 0 at infinity. Using Hartogs’ Theorem, the restriction of
„ to Cr , for r > 0, can be extended to a holomorphic vector field on Cm. Since
this vector field decays at infinity, it has to be identically equal to 0. This implies
that „ is identically equal to 0 on Cr and this vector, field being holomorphic, is
identically equal to 0 on N . However f being a real-valued function, this implies
that @f D x@f D 0. Hence the function f is constant and decays at infinity. This
implies that f is identically equal to 0 in N . �

4. Mapping properties

We collect some mapping properties for the linearized scalar curvature opera-
tors defined between weighted Hölder spaces.

4.1. Analysis of the operator defined on M �. The results we want to obtain
are based on the fact that, near each pj , and in suitable coordinates, the metric g
on M is asymptotic to the Euclidean metric. This implies that, in each Bj;r0 the
operator Lg is close to the operator �2, where � denotes the Laplacian in Cm when
endowed with the Euclidean metric.

Let L be some elliptic operator (with smooth coefficients) acting on functions
defined in the ball xBr �Cm. The indicial roots of L at 02Cm are the real numbers
ı 2 R for which there exists a function v 2 C1.S2m�1/, v ¤ 0, with

L.jzjı v.�//D O.jzjıC1/

near 0.
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Let  be an eigenfunction of the Laplace-Beltrami operator ��S2m�1 that is
associated to the eigenvalue �D a .2m� 2C a/ for some a 2 N. We have

�2 .rı  /D 0;

in Cm n f0g if
ı D 2� 2m� a; 4� 2m� a; a; aC 2:

This, together with the fact that the eigenfunctions of ��S2m�1 constitute a Hilbert
basis of L2.S2m�1/, shows that the set of indicial roots of �2 at 0 is given by
Z � f5 � 2m; : : : ;�1g when m � 3 and is given by Z when m D 2. Using the
normal coordinates near pj as defined in Section 2, it is easy to check that the
indicial roots of Lg at pj are the same as the indicial roots of �2 at 0.

The mapping properties of Lg when defined between weighted spaces are very
sensitive to the choice of the weight parameter and the indicial roots play here a
crucial role. We refer to [17], [20] and [19] for further details on the general theory
of these operators defined between weighted function spaces.

We define the function G by

G.z/ WD � log jzj when mD 2 and G.z/ WD jzj4�2m when m� 3:

Observe that, unless the metric g is the Euclidean metric, these functions are not
solutions of the homogeneous problem associated to Lg in the punctured ball xB�j;r0 .

However, reducing r0 if this is necessary, they can be perturbed into zGj solutions
of the homogeneous problem Lg zGj D 0 in xB�j;r0 . Indeed, we have the following:

LEMMA 4.1. There exist r0 > 0 and functions zGj which are solutions of
Lg zGj D 0 in xBj�;r0 and which are asymptotic to G in the sense that zGj �G 2
C4;˛6�2m.

xB�j;r0/ when m � 4 and zGj �G 2 C4;˛
ı
. xB�
`;r0

/ for any ı < 6� 2m, when
mD 2; 3.

Proof. When m� 3, observe that

� jzjı D ı .2m�2Cı/ jzjı�2 and � jzjı�2D .ı�2/.2m�4Cı/ jzjı�4:

When ı 2 .4� 2m; 0/ the coefficients on the right-hand side are negative and the
maximum principle yields, for all  2 C0;˛

ı�4
. xB�r0/ the existence of ' 2 C4;˛

ı
. xBr0/

the solution of
�2 ' D  ;

in B�r0 , with 'D�'D0 on @Br0 . Schauder’s estimates then imply that k'k
C4;˛
ı
. xBr0 /

� ck k
C0;˛
ı�4

. xBr0 /
for some constant independent of r0. Thanks to the expansion

given in (6), a simple perturbation argument shows that a similar result is true when
Br0 is replaced by Bj;r0 and �2 is replaced by Lg , provided r0 is chosen small
enough.
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Now, Lg G D .Lg ��
2/G and, thanks to the expansion given in (6), we

conclude that
Lg G 2 C0;˛2�2m.

xB�j;r0/:

When m � 4, we fix ı D 6� 2m and ı 2 .�2; 0/ when mD 3. According to the
above discussion, we can define 'j 2 C4;˛

ı
. xB�j;r0/ to be the solution of

(18) Lg 'j D Lg G;

with 'j D�'j D 0 on @Bj;r0 . In this case, we simply take zGj WDGC'j .
When mD 2, one shows that there exists 'j solution of (18) which is the sum

of an affine function z 7�! j̀ .z/ and a function belonging to C4;˛
ı
. xB�j;r0/ for any

ı 2 .1; 2/. Since any affine function is annihilated by the operator Lg , this time we
define zGj WDGC'j � j̀ . �

With the functions zGj at hand, we define the deficiency spaces

D0 WD Spanf�1; : : : ; �ng; and D1 WD Spanf�1 zG1; : : : ; �n zGng;

where �j is a cutoff function which is identically equal to 1 inBj;r0=2 and identically
equal to 0 in M �Bj;r0 .

When m� 3, we fix ı 2 .4� 2m; 0/ and define the operator

Lı W .C
4;˛
ı
.M �/˚D1/�R �! C0;˛

ı�4
.M �/

.f; ˇ/ 7�! Lg f Cˇ;

Whereas, when mD 2, we fix ı 2 .0; 1/ and define the operator

Lı W .C
4;˛
ı
.M �/˚D0˚D1/�R �! C0;˛

ı�4
.M �/

.f; ˇ/ 7�! Lg f Cˇ:

To keep notation short, it will be convenient to set D WD D1 when m � 3 and
D WD D0˚D1 when mD 2. The main result of this section reads:

PROPOSITION 4.1. Assume that the points p1; : : : ; pn 2M are chosen so that
�.p1/; : : : ; �.pn/ span h�, then the operator Lı defined above is surjective (and
has an .nC 1/-dimensional kernel).

Proof. The proof of this result follows from the general theory described in
[17], [20] and [19] (see also the corresponding proof in [2]). However, we choose
here to describe an almost self contained proof. Recall that the kernel of Lg is
spanned by the functions f0 � 1 and the functions

f1 WD h�; X1i; : : : ; fd WD h�; Xd i;

where X1; : : : ; Xd is a basis of h and d D dim h. Recall, that, by construction the
functions fj , for j D 1; : : : ; d have mean 0. We use the fact that, thanks to (17),
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the operator Lg is self-adjoint and hence, for ' 2 L1.M/, the problem

Lg f D ';

is solvable if and only if ' satisfiesZ
M

' fj dvolg D 0;

for j D 0; : : : ; d .
Observe that C0;˛

ı�4
.M �/�L1.M/ when ı > 4�2m. Now, given ' 2L1.M/,

we choose

ˇ D 1

vol.M/

Z
M

' dvolg ;

and, since �.p1/; : : : ; �.pn/ span h�,we also choose a1; : : : ; an 2 R so thatZ
M

' � dvolg D
nX

jD1

aj �.pj /:

Applying this equality to any of the Xj 0 , we can also be writeZ
M

' fj 0 dvolg D
nX

jD1

aj fj 0.pj /;

for j 0 D 1; : : : ; d . Then, the problem

Lg f Cˇ D ' �

nX
jD1

aj ıpj ;

is solvable in W 3;p.M/ for all p 2 Œ1; 2m
2m�1

/ and uniqueness of the solution
is guarantied if we impose in addition that f be orthogonal to the functions
f0; f1; : : : ; fd . To complete the proof, we invoke regularity theory [19] which
implies that f 2 C4;˛

ı
.M �/˚D1 when m � 3 and C4;˛

ı
.M �/˚D0˚D1 when

mD 2. The estimate of the dimension of the kernel will not be used in the paper
and is left to the reader. �

Observe that, when solving the equation Lg f CˇD ' in M �, the constant ˇ
is determined by

ˇ D
1

vol.M/

Z
M

' dvolg :

4.2. Analysis of the operator defined on N . We denote by g0 Burns-Simanca’s
metric associated to the Kähler form �0.

Let L be some elliptic operator (with smooth coefficients) acting on functions
defined in xCr � Cm. The indicial roots of L at infinity are the real numbers ı 2 R
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for which there exists a function v 2 C1.S2m�1/, v ¤ 0, with

L.jzjı v.�//D O.jzjı�1/;

at infinity.
As above, we use the fact that g0 is asymptotic to the Euclidean metric, as the

expansions given in (10) and (11) show. This implies that, in xC1, the operator Lg0
is close to the operator �2 and, at infinity, they have the same indicial roots. Using
the analysis at the beginning of the previous subsection, one checks that this set is
equal to Z�f5� 2m; : : : ;�1g when m� 3 and to Z when mD 2.

Given ı 2 R, we define the operator

zLı W C4;˛
ı
.N / �! C0;˛

ı�4
.N /

f 7�! Lg0 f;

and recall the following result from [2]:

PROPOSITION 4.2. Assume that ı2.0; 1/. Then the operator zLı defined above
is surjective and has a one-dimensional kernel spanned by a constant function.

Proof. The result of Proposition 3.2 precisely states that the operator zLı 0
is injective when ı0 < 0. This implies that the operator zLı is surjective when
ı > 4 � 2m. When ı 2 .0; 1/, this also implies that the operator zLı has a one-
dimensional kernel, spanned by a constant function. �

4.3. Bi-harmonic extensions. Two results concerning the bi-harmonic exten-
sions of boundary data will be needed.

PROPOSITION 4.3. There exists c >0 and given h2C4;˛.@B1/, k2C2;˛.@B1/

there exists a function H i
h;k
2 C4;˛. xB1/ such that

�2H i
h;k D 0 in B1;

with
H i
h;k D h and �H i

h;k D k on @B1:

Moreover,

kH i
h;kkC4;˛. xB1/

� c .khkC4;˛.@B1/CkkkC2;˛.@B1//:

We will also need the following result which differs slightly from the corre-
sponding result used in [2].

PROPOSITION 4.4. There exists c >0 and given h2C4;˛.@B1/, k2C2;˛.@B1/

such that Z
@B1

k D 0;
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there exists a function H o
h;k
2 C4;˛3�2m.

xC1/ such that

�2H o
h;k D 0; in C1;

with

H o
h;k D h and �H o

h;k D k on @B1:

Moreover,

kH o
h;kkC4;˛3�2m.

xC1/
� c .khkC4;˛.@B1/CkkkC2;˛.@B1//:

The proof of this result follows the proof of Proposition 5.6 in [2], the rationale
being that there exists a bi-harmonic extension of the boundary data .h; k/ which
is defined on the complement of the unit ball and decays at infinity (at least when
m� 3). Moreover, this function is bounded by a constant times the distance from
the origin to the power 4� 2m (when m� 3). In the case where the function k is
assumed to have mean 0, then the rate of decay can be improved and estimated
as the distance to the origin to the power 3� 2m. To see this we decompose both
functions h and k over eigenfunctions of the Laplacian on the sphere. Namely

hD

1X
aD0

h.a/ and k D

1X
aD0

k.a/;

where the functions h.a/ and h.a/ satisfy

��S2m�1 h
.a/
D a .2m� 2C a/ h.a/;

and
��S2m�1 k

.a/
D a .2m� 2C a/ k.a/:

Since we have assumed that k.0/ D 0, the function H o
h;k

is explicitly given by

(19) H o
h;k D h

.0/
jzj2�2m

C

1X
aD1

��
h.a/C 1

4.aCm�2/
k.a/

�
jzj2�2m�a � 1

4.aCm�2/
k.a/ jzj4�2m�a

�
:

At least, one can check that the series converges for all jzj> 1 and has the correct
decay at infinity.

5. Perturbation results

Building on the results of the previous section we perturb the Kähler form
! on M with small ball centered at the points pj excised and we also perturb
the Kähler form �0 on a large ball of zCm. These perturbation results will lead to
the existence of infinite dimensional families of constant scalar curvature Kähler
metrics parametrized by their boundary data.
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5.1. Perturbation of !. We consider the Kähler metric zg associated to the
Kähler form

(20) z! D !C i @ x@ �:

As mentioned in Proposition 3.1, the scalar curvature of zg can be expanded in
powers of the function � and its derivatives as

(21) s.zg/D s.g/� 1
2

Lg �CQg.r
2�/;

where the operator Lg is the one defined in (14) and where Qg collects all the
nonlinear terms. The structure of Qg is quite complicated however; it follows from
the explicit computation of the scalar curvature of zg in normal coordinates as given
by the formula (13), that, near pj , the nonlinear operator Qg can be decomposed
as

Qg.r
2f /D

X
q

Bq;4;2.r
4f;r2f /Cq;4;2.r

2f /(22)

C

X
q

Bq;3;3.r
3f;r3f /Cq;3;3.r

2f /

Cjzj
X
q

Bq;3;2.r
3f;r2f /Cq;3;2.r

2f /

C

X
q

Bq;2;2.r
2f;r2f /Cq;2;2.r

2f /;

where the sum over q is finite, the operators .U; V / 7�!Bq;a;b.U; V / are bilinear in
their entries and have coefficients that are smooth functions on xBj;r0 . The nonlinear
operators W 7�! Cq;a;b.W / have Taylor expansions (with respect to W ) whose
coefficients are smooth functions on xBj;r0 .

Assume we are given a0; a1; : : : ; an > 0 such that there exists a solution of

(23) Lg Ha D a0� cm

nX
jD1

aj ıpj ;

where the constant cm is defined by

cm WD 8 .m� 2/ .m� 1/Vol.S2m�1/ when m� 3 and c2 WD 4Vol.S3/:

Here we have set

a WD .a0; : : : ; an/:
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Observe that such a function Ha exists if and only if a0 is given by

a0 D cm

nX
jD1

aj ;

and the coefficients a1; : : : ; an are solutions of the system
nX

jD1

aj �.pj /D 0:

(Simply test (23) with the constant function and the functions h�; Xi with X 2 h.)
It is not hard to check that:

LEMMA 5.1. Near each pj , the function Ha satisfies

HaC aj zGj C bj 2 C4;˛1 . xB�j;r0/;

for some constant bj 2 R.

We fix

(24) r" WD "
2m�1
2mC1 :

We would like to find a function � defined in xMr" and a constant � 2 R so that

(25) s.zg/D s.g/C �;

where zg is the metric associated to the Kähler form z! D !C i@x@�.
This equation is a fourth order nonlinear elliptic equation and boundary data

are required to define a solution. Assume that we are given hj 2 C4;˛.@B1/ and
kj 2 C2;˛.@B1/, for j D 1; : : : ; n, satisfying

(26) khj kC4;˛.@B1/Ckkj kC2;˛.@B1/ � � r
4
" ;

where � > 0 will be fixed later on. Further assume that

(27)
Z
@B1

kj D 0:

It will be convenient to set

h WD .h1; : : : ; hn/ and k WD .k1; : : : ; kn/:

We define in xMr" the function

(28) Hh;k WD

nX
jD1

�j H
o
hj ;kj

.�=r"/;

where, for each j D 1; : : : ; n, the cutoff function �j is identically equal to 1 in
Bj;r0=2 and identically equal to 0 in M nBj;r0 .
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The idea is to find the solution � of (25) as a perturbation of the function
"2m�2HaCHh;k. The result we obtain reads:

PROPOSITION 5.1. There exist  > 0, c > 0 and "� > 0 such that, for all
" 2 .0; "�/, there exists a constant scalar curvature Kähler metric g";h;k defined in
xMr" , such that, for all j D 1; : : : ; n, the Kähler form associated to g";h;k can be

written as
!";h;k WD i @ x@

�
1
2
jzj2C �

.j /
";h;k

�
;

in xBj;r0 nBj;r" for some function �.j /
";h;k

satisfying the following estimates:

(29) k�
.j /
";h;k

.r" �/C "
2m�2 r4�2m" aj G �H

o
hj ;kj
kC4;˛. xB2nB1/

� c r4" ;

(30) k.�.j /
";h;k
� �

.j /
";h0;k0

/.r" �/�H
o
hj�h

0
j
;kj�k

0
j

kC4;˛. xB2nB1/

� c " k.h�h0;k�k0/k.C4;˛/n�.C2;˛/n :

Moreover the scalar curvature of g";h;k satisfies

(31) js.g";h;k/� s.g/j � c "2m�2

and

(32) js.g";h;k/� s.g";h0;k0/j � c "

k.h�h0;k�k0/k.C4;˛/n�.C2;˛/n :

Before we proceed with the proof of this result, we would like to mention, and
this is an essential point, that the constant c which appears in the statement of the
result does not depend on �, provided " is small enough. Also, the constant  can
be made explicit even though this is not useful. The remaining of the section is
devoted to the proof of this result.

Proof of Proposition 5.1. We change variables:

� WD "2m�2HaCHh;kCf;

and
� WD 1

2
.ˇ� "2m�2 a0/:

Now, (25), now reads

(33) s
�
!C i @x@ ."2m�2HaCHh;kCf /

�
D s .!/C 1

2
.ˇ� "2m�2 a0/;

where f and ˇ 2 R have to be determined. Thanks to (21), this amounts to solving
the equation

(34) Lg f Cˇ D 2Qg.r
2."2m�2HaCHh;kCf //� Lg Hh;k;

in xMr" .
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Definition 5.1. Given xr 2 .0; r0=2/, ` 2 N, ˛ 2 .0; 1/ and ı 2 R, the weighted
space C`;˛

ı
. xMxr/ is defined to be the space of functions f 2 C`;˛. xMxr/ endowed

with the norm

kf k
C`;˛
ı
. xMxr /
WD kfj xMr0=2

kC`;˛. xMr0=2/

C

nX
jD1

sup
2xr�r�r0

r�ı kfj xBj;r0nBj;xr
.r �/kC`;˛. xBj;1nBj;1=2/

:

For each xr 2 .0; r0=2/, it will be convenient to define an extension (linear)
operator

Exr W C
0;˛
ı 0
. xMxr/ �! C0;˛

ı 0
.M �/;

as follows:

(i) In Mxr , Exr .f /D f ,

(ii) in each xBj;xr �Bj;xr=2

Exr .f /.z/D � .jzj=xr/ f .xr z=jzj/ ;

(iii) in each xBj;xr=2, Exr .f /D 0,

where t 7�! �.t/ is a smooth cutoff function identically equal to 0 for t < 5=8 and
identically equal to 1 for t > 7=8. It is easy to check that there exists a constant
c > 0, depending on ı0 but independent of xr 2 .0; r0=2/, such that

(35) kExr.f /kC0;˛
ı0
.M�/

� c kf k
C0;˛
ı0
. xMxr /

:

Instead of solving (34) in xMr" , we prefer to solve the equation

(36) Lg f Cˇ D Er"

��
2Qg.r

2."2m�2HaCHh;kCf //� Lg Hh;k

�
j xMr"

�
;

in M �. We fix
ı 2 .4� 2m; 5� 2m/;

and we make use of the analysis of Section 5 that allows us to find Gı a right inverse
for the operator Lı . We can then rephrase the solvability of (36) as a fixed point
problem

.f; ˇ/D N.";h;kIf /;

where the nonlinear operator N is defined by

N.";h;kIf / WDGı

�
Er"

��
2Qg.r

2."2m�2HaCHh;kCf //� Lg Hh;k

�
j xMr"

��
:

To keep notation short, it will be convenient to denote

F WD .C4;˛
ı
.M �/˚D/�R:

This space is naturally endowed with the product norm.
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The existence of a fixed point to this nonlinear problem is based on the
following technical Lemma. Let us agree that c� is a constant that depends on
�, whereas c is a constant that does not depend on � provided " is chosen small
enough. These constants do not depend on " and may vary from line to line. This
being understood, we have the:

LEMMA 5.2. There exist c > 0, c� > 0 and "� > 0 such that, for all " 2 .0; "�/

(37) kN.";h;kI 0/kF � c� .r
2mC1
" C "4m�4 r6�4m�ı" /;

and

(38) kN.";h;kIf /�N.";h;kIf 0/kF � c� "
2m�2 r6�4m�ı" kf �f 0kF:

Finally,

(39) kN.";h;kIf /�N.";h0;k0If /kF

� c� .r
2m�3
" C "2m�2 r2�2m�ı" / k.h� h0;k� k0/k.C4;˛/n�.C2;˛/n ;

provided f; f 0 2 C4;˛
ı
.M �/˚D satisfy

kf k
C4;˛
ı
.M�/˚D

Ckf 0k
C4;˛
ı
.M�/˚D

� 4 c� .r
2mC1
" C "4m�4 r6�4m�ı" /;

and the all the components of h;h0;k;k0 satisfy (26) and (27).

Proof. The proof of these estimates follows what is already done in [2] with
minor modifications. We briefly recall how the proof of the first estimate is obtained
and leave the proof of the second and third estimates to the reader.

First, we use the result of Proposition 4.4 to estimate

(40) kHh;kkC4;˛3�2m.
xMr" /
� c� r

2mC1
" :

Observe that, by construction, Hh;kD 0 in xMr0 and �2Hh;kD 0 in each xBj;r0=2 n
Bj;r" , hence

Lg Hh;k D .Lg ��
2/Hh;k;

in this set. Making use of the expansion (6) which reflects the fact that the metric g
is, in each xBj;r0 , asymptotic to the Euclidean metric, we get the estimate

kLg Hh;kkC0;˛
ı�4

. xMr" /
� c� r

2mC1
" .1C r5�2m�ı" /� 2 c� r

2mC1
" ;

provided " is chosen small enough. This is where we implicitly use the fact that
ı < 5� 2m.

Next, we use the structure of the nonlinear operator Qg as described in (22),
the estimate (40) and also the fact that

kr
2HakC2;˛2�2m.

xMr" /
� c;
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to evaluate the term Qg .r
2."2m�2Ha CHh;k//. Roughly speaking, in an ex-

pression of the form Qg.r
2  /, the most relevant terms (as far as estimates are

concerned) are the ones of the form Bq;4;2.r
4  ;r2 / and Bq;3;3.r3 ;r3  /

provided the second derivatives of  remain bounded (which is precisely our case).
We find

kQg .r
2."2m�2HaCHh;k//kC0;˛

ı�4
. xMr" /

� c "4m�4 .1C r6�4m�ı" /

� c "4m�4 r6�4m�ı" ;

for some constant c > 0 which does not depend on � provided " is chosen small
enough. The last inequality implicitly uses the fact that 6� 4m� ı < 2� 2m < 0
since ı > 4� 2m. The first estimate then follows at once. The proof of the other
estimates follows the same lines. One should keep in mind that the function space
we are working with is C4;˛

ı
.M �/˚D and not C4;˛

ı
.M �/. �

Reducing "� > 0 if necessary, we can assume that,

(41) c� "
2m�2 r6�4m�ı" �

1
2
;

for all " 2 .0; "�/. Then, the estimates (37) and (38) in the above lemma are enough
to show that

.'; ˇ/ 7�! N.";h;kI'/;

is a contraction from

f.'; ˇ/ 2 F W k.'; ˇ/kF � 2 c� .r
2mC1
" C "4m�4 r6�4m�ı" /g;

into itself and hence has a unique fixed point .f";h;k; ˇ";h;k/ in this set. This fixed
point yields a solution f";h;k of (33) in xMr" , with ˇD ˇ";h;k and hence provides a
Kähler metric g";h;k on xMr" associated to the Kähler form

!";h;k D !C i @x@
�
"2m�2HaCHh;kCf";h;k

�
:

(Reducing "� if necessary, it is easy to check that the associated metric g";h;k is
indeed positive in xMr" .) By construction, the scalar curvature of this metric is
constant and equal to

s.!";h;k/D s.!/C 1
2
.ˇ";h;k� "

2m�2 a0/:(42)
Since

jˇ";h;kj � 2 c� .r
2mC1
" C "4m�4 r6�4m�ı" /� c "2m�2;

for all " small enough, we immediately get (31).
The Kähler potential �.j /

";h;k
which appears in the statement of Proposition 5.1

is defined as follows: In dimension m� 3 we consider the function

�
.j /
";h;k

WD �.j /C "2m�2HaCHh;kCf";h;k;
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which is defined in xBj;r0 nBj;r" and where �.i/ is the potential defined in (6). When
mD 2 minor modifications are needed and we define

�
.j /
";h;k

WD �.j /C "2HaCHh;kCf";h;kC "
2 .bj C aj log r"/;

where the constant bj is the one which appears in Lemma 5.1. Observe that, locally,
adding a constant to the Kähler potential does not alter the corresponding Kähler
metric.

The estimate (29) derives at once from the the following ingredients: �.j / 2
C4;˛4 . xB�j;r0/, the results of Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 5.1 used to estimate Ha � aj G

and finally (37) used to estimate f";h;k. The estimates (30) and (32) follow from

(39) together with the fact that r" D "
2m�1
2mC1 . We also find that the constant  > 0

can be chosen to be

 <min
�
2m�1

2mC1
; 2m� 2C

2m� 1

2mC 1
.6� 2m� ı/

�
:

(Be careful to see that f";h;k belongs to C4;˛
ı
.M �/˚D and not to C4;˛

ı
.M �/.)

Notice that the restriction ı 2 .0; 2=3/ is needed in dimension mD 2 in order to
obtain (29) and (30). This completes the proof of Proposition 5.1. �

5.2. Perturbation of �0. We perform an analysis similar to the one in the
previous subsection starting from the blow up of Cm at the origin endowed with
Burns-Simanca’s metric g0. We keep the notation of Section 2.

Given a > 0, we consider on N D zCm, the perturbed Kähler form

z�D a2 �0C i @ x@ z�:

Everything we will do will be uniform in a as long as this parameter remains both
bounded from above and bounded away from 0. Therefore, we will assume that

(43) a 2 Œamin; amax�;

where 0 < amin < amax are fixed.
Using the fact that

s.a2 �0C i @ x@ �/D s.a2 .�0C i a
�2 @ x@ �//D a�2 s.�0C i a

�2 @ x@ �/;

we see that the scalar curvature of z� can be expanded as

(44) s.z�/D�1
2
a�4 Lg0 �C a

�2Qg0.a
�2
r
2�/:

Observe that we have used the fact that the scalar curvature of �0 is identically
equal to 0 ! Again, the structure of the nonlinear operatorQg0 is also quite involved
but, in xC1, it enjoys a decomposition similar to the one described in the previous
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section. Indeed, using the expansions (10) and (11) we see that we can decompose

Qg0.r
2f /D

X
q

Bq;4;2.r
4f;r2f /Cq;4;2.r

2f /

C

X
q

Bq;3;3.r
3f;r3f /Cq;3;3.r

2f /

C

X
q

juj1�2mBq;3;2.r
3f;r2f /Cq;3;2.r

2f /

C

X
q

juj�2mBq;2;2.r
2f;r2f /Cq;2;2.r

2f /

where the sum over q is finite, the operators .U; V / 7�! Bq;j;j 0.U; V / are bilinear
in the entries and have coefficients which are bounded in C0;˛. xC1/. The nonlinear
operators W 7�! Cq;a;b.W / have Taylor expansions (with respect to W ) whose
coefficients are bounded in C0;˛. xC1/.

We define

(45) R" WD
r"

"
;

where r" is given by (24). We would like to find a function z� defined in NR"=a, a
solution of the equation

(46) s .z�/D "2 �;

where � 2 R is a given constant satisfying

� 2 Œ�min; �max�:

The estimates we obtain will not depend on � provided � remains in this range and
�min < �max are fixed.

Again, (46) is a fourth order nonlinear elliptic equation which has to be
complemented with boundary data. Given h 2 C4;˛.@B1/ and k 2 C2;˛.@B1/

satisfying

(47) khkC4;˛.@B1/CkkkC2;˛.@B1/ � � R
3�2m
" ;

where � > 0 will be fixed later on, we define

(48) zHh;k WD z� .H
i
h;k.a � =R"/�H

i
h;k.0//CH

i
h;k.0/;

where z� is a cutoff function which is identically equal to 1 in C2 and identically
equal to 0 in N1.

We would like to find z� a solution of (46) as a perturbation of the function
zHh;k . As in the previous analysis, let us agree that c� is a constant which depends
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on �, whereas c is a constant that does not depend on � provided " is chosen small
enough. These constants do not depend on " and may vary from line to line. The
result we obtain parallels the result obtained in the previous subsection.

PROPOSITION 5.2. There exist c > 0 and "� > 0 such that, for all " 2 .0; "�/,
there exists a constant scalar curvature Kähler metric g";a;h;k;� defined in NR"=a,
whose Kähler form can be written as

�";a;h;k;� WD i @x@ .
1
2
a2 juj2Cz�";a h;k;�/;

in xNR"=a �NR"=2a for some function z�";a h;k;� . Moreover the scalar curvature of
g";a;h;k;� is equal to "2 � and the function z�";a h;k;� satisfies

(49) kz�";a;h;k;�.R" � =a/C a
2m�2R4�2m" G �H i

h;kkC4;˛.B1nB1=2/
� c R3�2m" ;

(50) k.z�";a;h;k;� � z�";a0;h0;k0;�0/.R" � =a/�H
i
h�h0;k�k0kC4;˛. xB1nB1=2/

� c� .R
ı�1
" k.h� h0; k� k0/kC4;˛�C2;˛ CR

3�2m
" .j� � �0jC ja� a0j//:

Again, and this is an essential point, we would like to emphasize that the constant
c which appears in the statement of the result does not depend on �, provided " is
small enough.

The remainder of the section is devoted to the proof of this technical result.

Proof of Proposition 5.2. Replacing in (44) the function z� by zHh;kCf , we
see that (46) can be written as

(51) Lg0 .
zHh;kCf /D 2 a

2Qg0.a
�2
r
2. zHh;kCf //� 2 "

2 a4 �;

equation which we would like to solve in NR"=a. Here � and a are given and f
has to be determined.

Definition 5.2. Given xR > 1, ` 2 N, ˛ 2 .0; 1/ and ı 2 R, the weighted space
C`;˛
ı
. xN xR/ is defined to be the space of functions f 2 C`;˛. xN xR/ endowed with the

norm

kf k
C`;˛
ı
. xN xR/

WD kfj xN1
kC`;˛. xN1/

C sup
1�R� xR

R�ı kfj xCR=2nCR
.R �/kC`;˛. xB1nB1=2/

:

For each xR� 1, it will be convenient to define an ”extension” (linear) operator

zE xR W C
0;˛
ı 0
. xN xR/ �! C0;˛

ı 0
.N /;

as follows:

(i) In N xR, zE xR .f /D f ,

(ii) in xC2 xR nC xR
zE xR .f /.u/D x�

�
juj
xR

�
f
�
xR u
juj

�
;
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(iii) in xC2 xR, zE xR .f /D 0,

where t 7�! x�.t/ is a smooth cutoff function identically equal to 1 for t < 5=4 and
identically equal to 0 for t > 7=4. It is easy to check that there exists a constant
c > 0, depending on ı0 but independent of xR � 2, such that

(52) kzE xR.f /kC0;˛
ı0
.N/
� c kf k

C0;˛
ı0
. xN xR/

:

Instead of solving (51) in NR"=a we would rather solve
(53)
Lg0 f D

zER"=a

��
2 a2Qg0.a

�2
r
2. zHh;kCf //� Lg0

zHh;k � 2 "
2 a4 �

�
j xNR"=a

�
;

in N . To this aim, we fix
ı 2 .0; 1/;

and use the result of Proposition 4.2. This provides a right inverse zGı for the
operator Lg0 and we can rephrase the solvability of (53) as a fixed point problem:

(54) f D zN."; a; h; k; �If /

where the nonlinear operator zN is defined by

zN."; a; h; k; �If /

WD zGı

�
zER"=a

�
2 a2Qg0.a

�2
r
2. zHh;kCf //� Lg0

zHh;k � 2 "
2 a4 �

��
:

To keep notation short, it will be convenient to define

zF WD C4;˛
ı
.N /:

The existence of a fixed point for this nonlinear problem will follow from the:

LEMMA 5.3. There exist c > 0 (independent of �), c� > 0 and "� > 0 such
that, for all " 2 .0; "�/

(55) kzN."; a; h; k; �I 0/kzF � c R
3�2m�ı
" ;

Moreover,

(56) kzN."; a; h; k; �If /� zN."; a; h; k; �If 0/kzF � c� R
3�2m�ı
" kf �f 0kzF;

and

(57) kzN."; a; h; k; �If /� zN."; a; h0; k0; �0If /kzF
� c� .R

�1
" k.h� h

0; k� k0/kC4;˛�C2;˛ CR
3�2m�ı
" j�0� �j/;

provided f; f 0 2 zF, satisfy

kf kzFCkf
0
kzF � 4 c R

3�2m�ı
" ;

and h; h0 and k; k0 satisfy (47).
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Proof. Again, the proof of these estimates follows the corresponding proof in
[2]. First, we use the result of Proposition 4.3 together with (47) to estimate

(58) kr
2H i

h;kkC2;˛. xB1/
� c� R

3�2m
" :

In xNR"=a nN2 observe that zHh;k DH i
h;k
.a � =R"/�H

i
h;k
.0/ and the derivatives

of zHh;k can be computed using (58). In xN2 nN1 we need to take into account the
effect of the cutoff function z� and we have

(59) kr
2 zHh;kkC2;˛. xN2/

� c� R
2�2m
" :

Observe that we can write

Lg0
zHh;k D

�
Lg0 ��

2
�
zHh;k;

in xNR"=a nN2.
The expansions given in (10) and (11) show that the coefficients of Ricg0

belong to C0;˛
�2m.N /, moreover, they also show that Lg0 ��

2 is a fourth order
differential operator such that the coefficients of rjC2 belong to C0;˛j�2m.N /, for
j D 0; 1; 2. This, together with (58) and (59), implies that

kLg0
zHh;kkC0;˛

ı�4
.NR"=a/

� c R2�2m" :

Next, we use the structure of Qg0 as described above together with (58) and
(59) to estimate

ka2Qg0.a
�2
r
2 zHh;k/kC0;˛

ı�4
. xNR"=a/

� c� R
4�4m
" :

Finally, we estimate

k"2 a4 �k
C0;˛
ı�4

. xNR"=a/
� c R3�2m�ı" ;

for some constant c > 0 which does not depend on ". Here we have used the fact
that

"�2 DR2mC1" :

This completes the proof of the first estimate. We leave the derivation of the other
estimates to the reader. �

Reducing "� > 0 if necessary, we can assume that,

(60) c� R
3�2m�ı
" �

1
2
;

for all " 2 .0; "�/. Then, the estimates (55) and (56) in the above lemma are enough
to show that

f 7�! zN."; a; h; k; �If /;

is a contraction from

ff 2 zF W kf kzF � 2 c R
3�2m�ı
" g;
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into itself and hence has a unique fixed point zf";a;h;k;� in this set. This fixed point
is a solution of (51) and hence provides a Kähler metric g";a;h;k;� on xNR"=a which
is associated to the Kähler form

!";a;h;k;� D a
2 �0C i @x@

�
Hh;kC zf";a;h;k

�
:

(Reducing "� if necessary, it is easy to check that g";a;h;k;� is indeed positive). The
scalar curvature of this metric is constant equal to

(61) s.g";a;h;k;�/D "
2 �:

The Kähler potential z�";a;h;k;� which appears in the statement of Proposition
5.2 is then defined as follows: In dimension m� 3, we consider the function

z�";a;h;k WD a
2EmC zHh;kC zf";a;h;k;� ;

which is defined in xCR"=2a nBR"=a and where Em is the potential defined in (9).
When mD 2 minor modifications are needed and we define

z�";a;h;k WD a
2EmC zHh;kC zf";a;h;k;� � a

2 log.R"=a/:

Again, observe that, locally, adding a constant to the Kähler potential does not alter
the Kähler metric.

The estimate (29) follows at once from (10), (11) together with (55) that can
be used to estimate zf";a;h;k;� . The other estimate follows from Lemma 5.3 when
aD a0. While, when a¤ a0 one can check from the construction of zf";a;h;k;� that

k zf";a;h;k;�.R" � =a/� zf";a0;h;k;�.R" � =a
0/kC4;˛. xB1nB1=2/

� c� R
3�2m
" ja� a0j:

The proof of this estimate can be obtained by consideration of a family of diffeo-
morphisms #a WN �!N depending smoothly on a such that

#a.u/D a u;

in N nN2. We then write

zf";a;h;k;� D zf
0
";a;h;k;� ı#a;

so that zf 0
";a;h;k;�

is a solution of

zf 0";a;h;k;� D
zN."; a; h; k; �I zf 0";a;h;k;� ı#a/ ı#

�1
a :

Using this, it is now a simple exercise to estimate zf 0
";a;h;k;�

� zf 0
";a0;h;k;�

, and we
leave the details to the reader. This completes the proof of the result. �

5.3. Cauchy data matching: The proof of Theorem 1.3. Building on the anal-
ysis of the previous sections we complete the proof of Theorem 1.3. We will
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explain the modifications required to complete the proof of Theorem 1.4 in the next
subsection.

Granted the results of Proposition 5.1, we choose boundary data

h WD .h1; : : : ; hn/; k WD .k1; : : : ; kn/;

whose components satisfy (26) and we assume that all the components of k have
mean zero. Applying Proposition 5.1, we obtain a Kähler metric g";h;k defined
on xMr" .

Granted the result of Proposition 5.2, we choose boundary data

zh WD .zh1; : : : ; zhn/; zk WD .zk1; : : : ; zkn/;

whose components satisfy (47) and real parameters za WD .za1; : : : ; zan/ whose com-
ponents satisfy (43). Applying Proposition 5.2 for each j D 1; : : : ; n, we obtain a
Kähler metric "2 g";yaj ;hj ;kj ;� defined on xNR"=yaj , with

yaj WD za
1

2.m�1/

j and � WD s.g";h;k/:

Observe that we have scaled the metric by a factor "2 !
We are now in a position to describe the generalized connected-sum construc-

tion. The manifold

M" WDM tp1;"N1 tp2;" � � � tpn;"Nn;

is obtained by connecting xMr" with the truncated spaces NR"=ya1 ; : : : ; NR"=yan . The
identification of the boundary @Bj;r" of xMr" with the boundary @NR"=yaj of NR"=yaj
is performed using the change of variables

.z1; : : : ; zm/D " yaj .u
1; : : : ; um/;

where .z1; : : : ; zm/ are the coordinates inBj;r0 and .u1; : : : ; um/ are the coordinates
in C1.

To keep notation short, we set

 oj WD �
.j /
";h;k

.r" �/ 2 C4;˛. xB2 nB1/;

 ij WD "
2 z�
.j /

";yaj ;hj ;kj ;�
.R" � =yaj / 2 C4;˛. xB1 nB1=2/:

The problem is now to determine the boundary data and parameters in such
a way that, the metric g";h;k on xMr" and, for each j D 1; : : : ; n, the metric
"2 g";yaj ;hj ;kj ;� on xNR"=yaj agree on the boundaries we have identified. This amounts
to finding the boundary data and parameters of the construction so that the functions
 oj and  ij have their partial derivatives up to order 3 which coincide on @B1.

It turns out that it is enough to solve the following system of equations

(62)  oj D  
i
j ; @r  

o
j D @r  

i
j ; � oj D� 

i
j ; @r � 

o
j D @r � 

i
j ;
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on @B1 where r D jvj and v D .v1; : : : ; vm/ are coordinates in Cm. Indeed, let us
assume that we have already solved this problem. The first identity in (62) implies
that  oj and  ij as well as all their k-th order partial derivatives with respect to
any vector field tangent to @B1, with k � 4, agree on @B1. The second identity in
(62) shows that @r oj and @r ij as well as all their k-th order partial derivatives
with respect to any vector field tangent to @B1, with k � 3, agree on @B1. Using
the decomposition of the Laplacian in polar coordinates, it is easy to check that
the third identity implies that @2r 

o
j and @2r 

i
j as well as all their k-th order partial

derivatives with respect to any vector field tangent to @B1, with k � 2, agree on
@B1. And finally, the last identity in (62) implies that @3r 

o
j and @3r 

i
j as well as all

their first order partial derivative with respect to any vector field tangent to @B1,
agree on @B1. Therefore, any k-th order partial derivatives of the functions  oj and
 ij , with k � 3, coincide on @B1.

Moreover, by construction, the Kähler form

i @ x@ .1
2
jvj2C oj /;

defined in xB2 nB1 and the Kähler form

i @ x@ .1
2
jvj2C ij /;

defined in xB1nB1=2, both have the same constant scalar curvature equal to s.!";h;k/.
We conclude that the function  defined by  WD  oj in xB2 nB1 and  WD  ij in
xB1 nB1=2 is C3;˛ (and in fact C3;1) in xB2 nB1=2 and is a (weak) solution of the
nonlinear elliptic partial differential equation

s
�
i @ x@.1

2
jvj2C /

�
D s.!";h;k/D constant:

It then follows from elliptic regularity theory together with a bootstrap argument
(see for example [14] or [3]) that the function  is in fact smooth. Hence, by gluing
the Kähler metrics !";h;k defined on xMr" with the metrics "2 �

";yaj ;zhj ;zkj ;�
defined

on NR"=yaj , we produce a Kähler metric on M" that has constant scalar curvature.
This will complete the proof of Theorem 1.3.

It remains to explain how to find the boundary data

hD .h1; : : : ; hn/; kD .k1; : : : ; kn/; zhD .zh1; : : : ; zhn/ and zkD .zk1; : : : ; zkn/;

as well as the parameters zaD .za1; : : : ; zan/.
It follows from the result of Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 that, for each j D 1; : : : ; n

the following expansion holds in xB2 nB1:

 oj D�aj "
2m�2 r4�2m" GCH o

hj ;kj
COC4;˛ .r

4
" /:
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Similarly, it follows from the result of Proposition 5.2 together with (10) and (11)
that, for each j D 1; : : : ; n, the following expansion holds in xB1 nB1=2

 ij D�zaj "
2m�2 r4�2m" GC "2H i

zh;zk
COC4;˛ .r

4
" /:

The functions OC4;˛.r
4
" / depend nonlinearly on h;k; zh; zk and za, but they are bounded

by a constant (independent of �) times r4" D "
2R3�2m" in C4;˛. xB2 � B1/ or in

C4;˛. xB1�B1=2/ topology. We shall be more specific about this once some changes
of variables are performed.

We change the boundary data functions hj and kj into h0j and k0j defined by

h0j WD .zaj � aj / r
4�2m
" "2m�2C hj ;

k0j WD 4 .m� 2/.aj � zaj / "
2m�2 r4�2m" C kj

when m� 3 and

h0j WD hj ; k0j WD 2 .zaj � aj / "
2
C kj

when m D 2. Recall that the functions kj are assumed to satisfy (27) while the
functions k0j do not satisfy such a constraint anymore. The role of the scalar zaj �aj
is precisely to recover this lost degree of freedom in the assignment of the boundary
data.

Finally, we set

zh0j WD "
2zhj ; zk0j WD "

2 zkj

If k is a constant function of @B1, we extend the definition of H o
h;k

by setting

H o
0;k.z/ WD

k
4.m�2/

k .jzj2�2m� jzj4�2m/;

when m� 3 and by
H o
0;k.z/D

1
2
k log jzj;

when mD 2.
With these new variables, the expansions for both  oj and "2  ij can now be

written as

 oj D �zaj r
4�2m
" "2m�2GCH o

h0
j
;k0
j

COC4;˛ .r
4
" /;

 ij D �zaj r
4�2m
" "2m�2GC H i

zh0
j
;zk0
j

COC4;˛ .r
4
" /:

As usual, the boundary data h0 WD .h01; : : : ; h
0
m/, zh

0 WD .zh01; : : : ;
zh0m/ are as-

sumed to be bounded by a constant � times r4" in C4;˛.@B1/ and the boundary data
k0 WD .k01; : : : ; k

0
m/, zk

0 WD .zk01; : : : ;
zk0m/ are assumed to be bounded by a constant

� times r4" in C2;˛.@B1/. The terms OC4;˛ .r
4
" / depend nonlinearly on h0; zh0;k0; zk0

and are bounded, in C4;˛. xB2 nB1/ or in C4;˛. xB1 nB1=2/ topology, by a constant
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(independent of �) times r4" , provided " is chosen small enough. We can make this
statement more precise by saying that

(63) k oj C zaj r
4�2m
" G �H o

h0
j
;k0
j

kC4;˛. xB2nB1/
� c r4" ;

and also that

(64) k ij CCzaj r
4�2m
" G � "2H i

zh0
j
;zk0
j

kC4;˛. xB1nB1=2/
� c "2R3�2m" D c r4" ;

for some constant c > 0 that does not depend on �, provided " is chosen small
enough, say " 2 .0; "�/. These two estimates follow at once from the estimates in
Proposition 5.1, Proposition 5.2 and also from the choice of r".

The system (62) we have to solve can now be written as follows: For all
j D 1; : : : ; n

(65)

8̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂<̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂:

H o
h0
j
;k0
j

D H i
zh0
j
;zk0
j

C OC4;˛.@B1/.r
4
" /

@rH
o
h0
j
;k0
j

D @rH
i
zh0
j
;zk0
j

C OC3;˛.@B1/.r
4
" /

�H o
h0
j
;k0
j

D �H i
zh0
j
;zk0
j

C OC2;˛.@B1/.r
4
" /

@r�H
o
h0
j
;k0
j

D @r�H
i
zh0
j
;zk0
j

C OC1;˛.@B1/.r
4
" /;

on @B1 where OC`;˛.@B1/
.r4" / are functions that depend nonlinearly on h0;k0; zh0

and zk0 and that are bounded in C`;˛.@B1/ topology by a constant (independent
of �) times r4" , provided " is small enough, say " 2 .0; "�/.

By definition of H o
h;k

and H i
h;k

, the first and third equations reduce to

(66)

8<: h
0
j D

zh0j COC4;˛.@B1/.r
4
" /

k0j D
zk0j COC2;˛.@B1/.r

4
" /:

Inserting these into the second and third sets of equations and using the linearity of
the mappings .h; k/ 7�!H o

h;k
and .h; k/ 7�!H i

h;k
, the second and third equations

become

(67)

8<: @rH
o
h0
j
;k0
j

D @rH
i
h0
j
;k0
j

C OC3;˛.@B1/.r
4
" /

@r�H
o
h0
j
;k0
j

D @r�H
i
h0
j
;k0
j

C OC1;˛.@B1/.r
4
" /;

for all j D 1; : : : ; n. We now make use of the following result whose proof can be
found in [2]:

LEMMA 5.4. The mapping

P W C4;˛.@B1/�C2;˛.@B1/ �! C3;˛.@B1/�C1;˛.@B1/

.h; k/ 7�! .@r .H
i
h;k
�H o

h;k
/; @r �.H

i
h;k
�H o

h;k
//;
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is an isomorphism.

By Lemma 5.4, (67) reduces to

(68)

8<: h
0
j D OC4;˛.@B1/.r

4
" /

k0j D OC2;˛.@B1/.r
4
" /;

for all j D 1; : : : ; n. This, together with (66), yields a fixed point problem that can
be written as

.h0; zh0;k0; zk0/D S".h
0; zh0;k0; zk/;

and we know from (63) and (64) that the nonlinear operator S" satisfies

kS".h
0; zh0;k0; zk0/k.C4;˛/2n�.C2;˛/2n � c0 r

4
" ;

for some constant c0>0 that does not depend on �, provided "2 .0; "�/. We finally
choose

� D 2 c0;

and " 2 .0; "�/. We have therefore proved that S" is a map from

A" WD
˚
.h0; zh0;k0; zk0/ 2 .C4;˛/2n

� .C2;˛/2n W k.h0; zh0;k0; zk0/k.C4;˛/2n�.C2;˛/2n � � r
4
"

	
into itself. It follows from (30), (32) and (50) that, by reducing "� if this is necessary,
S" becomes a contraction mapping from A" into itself for all " 2 .0; "�/. Therefore,
S" has a unique fixed point in this set. This completes the proof of the existence of
a solution to (62). The proof of the existence, for all " small enough, of a constant
scalar curvature Kähler metric g" defined on M" is therefore complete. Observe
that the scalar curvature of g and g" are close since the estimate

js.!"/� s.!/j � c "2m�2;

follows directly from (31). We also know that the coefficients zaj are close to the
coefficients aj since they satisfy r4�2m" "2m�2 jzaj �aj j � c r

4
" and this implies the

estimate
jzaj � aj j � c r

2m
" "2�2m D c "

2
2mC1 ;

which is precisely the last estimate which appears in the statement of Theorem 1.3.

Remark 5.1. Observe that our construction of the Kähler form !" is obtained
through the application of successive fixed point theorems for contraction mapping.
Therefore, reducing the range in which " can be chosen if this is necessary, we
can assume that !" depends continuously on the parameters of the construction
(such as the Kähler class we start with, the parameter ", the points we blow up, the
weights aj , . . . ).
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5.4. The equivariant setting. It should be clear from the construction that
everything we have done works in the equivariant setting provided the isometries
of the group � extend to isometries on the different summands of the manifold
M" when they are endowed either with the metric g or one of the Burns-Simanca
metrics "2 g0.

Care must then be taken to find the best coordinates to be used to construct a
well adapted Burns-Simanca’s metric for the action of � . SinceU.m/ is the isometry
group of any of Burns-Simanca metric, it is enough to impose the condition that
� � U.m/ on the neighborhood of the point p 2M that will be blown up. This
amounts to linearizing, on a small neighborhood of p, the action of � . The following
result is borrowed from [5]:

PROPOSITION 5.3. Let D be a domain of a complex manifold and � �
Aut .D; J / be a compact subgroup with a fixed point p 2D. In a neighborhood
of p, there exist complex coordinates centered at p such that in these coordinates
the action of � is given by linear transformations.

Proof. Let AaWTpD �! TpD be the infinitesimal action at p induced by
the action of a 2 � , and let .V;w/ be a coordinate system centered at p with
wWV �! TpD the associated coordinate functions. Without loss of generality we
can assume that V is �-invariant and that Dwjp D Id.

Let ‰WV �� �! TpD be the map defined by

‰.q; a/ WD Aa.w.a
�1.q///;

and zWV �! TpD the map given by

z.q/ WD
1

j�j

Z
�

‰.q; a0/ d�.a0/;

where d� denotes Haar’s measure on � .
Clearly, the map z is �-equivariant, in the sense that z.a.q// D Aa.z.q//.

Moreover, Dzjp D Id; hence z defines a coordinate system in which the action of
� is linear. �

We will refer to these coordinates as �-linear coordinates. In order to use all
the analytical results proved up to now, we have to find �-linear coordinates which
are also normal about any fixed point p of � . To wit:

PROPOSITION 5.4. Assume that � � Isom .M; g/ is compact and p is a fixed
point of � . Then there exist .z1; : : : ; zm/, �-linear coordinates centered at p such
that

! D i @x@.1
2
jzj2C �/;

where the function � is � invariant and � D C3;˛4 .B�r0/.
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Proof. Let us first consider any set of normal coordinates wD.w1; : : : ; wm/
centered at p (see for example [10, 107–108]). We then use the above averaging
construction to construct, starting from this system of coordinates, a new system of
coordinates zD .z1; : : : ; zm/ that are �-linear. We claim that .z1; : : : ; zm/ are still
normal coordinates centered at p. Indeed, since each a 2 � is an isometry for the
Kähler metric g and since p is invariant under the action of � , the distance from
p to a.q/ is equal to the distance from p to q. Moreover, since z is now assumed
to be a system of normal coordinates and since Aa is unitary (remember that � is
made of isometries), it is immediate to check that

j‰.q; a/�w.q/j D O.jw.q/j3/:

Averaging over G we find that

jz.q/�w.q/j D O.jw.q/j3/:

This implies that in the expansion of the z-coordinates with respect to the w-
coordinates, no quadratic terms appear. This is precisely the condition that ensures
that the coordinates z are normal coordinates (the linear part in the change of
coordinates is controlled by the conditions Dwp DDzp D Id).

Applying the @x@-Lemma we find that there exists a Kähler potential such that

! D i @x@.1
2
jzj2Cf /;

where f D O.jzj4/. To obtain a �-invariant Kähler potential we average f over �
and define

�.z/ WD
1

j�j

Z
�

f .Aaz/ d�.a/:

Clearly � D O.jzj4/ and, the Kähler form ! being �-invariant, we have

! D i @x@.1
2
jzj2C �/;

and this time the function � is �-invariant. �

In our construction of K invariant constant scalar curvature Kähler metrics
on blow ups, this proposition will be used in the following way : we apply the
previous result to the subgroup � of elements of K which fix a point pj 2M and
we obtain normal coordinates, in D a neighborhood of pj , for which the action of
� is linear. We then consider Burns-Simanca’s metric constructed using �-linear
normal coordinates. The linear and nonlinear analysis applies verbatim in this
equivariant setting.

6. Understanding the constraints

In this section, we give the proof of Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2.
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Recall that h denotes the (real) vector space of Killing vector fields with zeros.
Given p1; : : : ; pn 2M , we define the mapping

ƒp1;:::;pn W h �! Rn

X 7�! .h�.p1/; Xi; : : : ; h�.pn/; Xi/:

We start with the proof of the:

LEMMA 6.1. Assume that n� dim h. t Then the set of points .p1; : : : ; pn/ 2
M n
4

such that
�.p1/; : : : ; �.pn/ span h�;

is an open and dense subset of M n
4

.

Proof. Observe that it is sufficient to check that the result is true when nD
d WD dim h, since the result will remain true if we increase the number of points !
When nD d , the property that �.p1/; : : : ; �.pd / span h� is equivalent to the fact
that ƒp1;:::;pd has full rank (equal to d ).

We prove by induction on k D 1; : : : ; d that, if E is a k-dimensional subspace
of h, the set of .p1; : : : ; pk/ 2M k

4
for which

det .ƒp1;:::;pk jE /¤ 0;

is open and dense in M k
4

. When k D 1, E D SpanfXg where X 2 h� f0g, the
result is straightforward since the condition reduces to the fact that p is not in the
zero set of the function f WD h�; Xi. The function f being a solution of Lg f D 0,
we can write

�x@f D 1
2
!.„;�/;

where „ is a holomorphic vector field. Since „ is holomorphic, f cannot be
constant on some open subset unless it it identically equal to 0. Therefore, the zero
set of f is closed and has empty interior, and hence its complement is open and
dense in M . Now, let us assume that the result is true for k� 1 and let X1; : : : ; Xk
be a basis of E. Using the expansion of the determinant of a matrix with respect to
the last column, we write the function

.p1; : : : ; pk/ 7�! det .ƒp1;:::;pk jE /;

as
det .ƒp1;:::;pk jE /Dm1 h�.pk/; X1iC � � �Cmk h�.pk/; Xki;

where we have set

mj WD .�1/
kCj det .ƒp1;:::;pk�1 jEj /;

with
Ej WD SpanfXa W aD 1; : : : ; k a¤ j g �E:
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By assumption, the set of .p1; : : : ; pk�1/ 2M k�1
4

for which

.det .ƒp1;:::;pk�1 jE1/; : : : ; det .ƒp1;:::;pk�1 jEk //¤ 0;

is open and dense in M k�1
4

. Let .p1; : : : ; pk�1/ 2M k�1
4

be such a point. The
vector fields X1; : : : ; Xk being linearly independent, the function

f 0.p/ WD det .ƒp1;:::;pk�1;p jEk /D h�.p/;m1X1C � � �Cmk Xki;

is not identically equal to 0. Again, arguing as above we find that the zero set
of f 0 (which belongs to the kernel of the operator Lg ) has empty interior (and is
closed). Therefore its complement is open and dense. This completes the proof of
the result. �

The second condition for our construction to work asks for the existence
p1; : : : ; pn2M , with n�dim hC1, for which it is possible to find a1; : : : ; an>0
satisfying

nX
jD1

aj �.pj /D 0:

This amounts to asking for the existence of points p1; : : : ; pn 2M such that the
image of ƒp1;:::;pn is included in a hyperplane of Rn whose normal belongs to the
positive cone in Rn. This later condition is equivalent to the requirement that all
nonzero elements of Imƒp1;:::;pn have entries which change sign. This discussion
can be summarized as follows:

LEMMA 6.2. The n-tuple .p1; : : : ; pn/ 2M n
4

satisfies condition (2) for some
a1; : : : ; an > 0 if and only if , for all X 2 h, the entries of ƒp1;:::;pn.X/ do not all
have the same sign.

Observe that it is enough to check this last property for all X in the unit
sphere of h. Moreover, it should now be clear that once we have found p1; : : : ; pn
satisfying this condition, then the condition remains fulfilled after any adjunction
of points to this list since the property that the entries of ƒp1;:::;pn.X/ do not have
the same sign remains true.

As stated in the introduction, except in special cases, we have not been able
to find the explicit value of the minimal number of points for which the above
condition is satisfied. Nevertheless, we have the general result:

LEMMA 6.3. There exists ng � dim hC 1 and, for all n � ng , there exists a
nonempty open set Vn �M n

4
such that, for all .p1; : : : ; pn/ 2 Vn,

�.p1/; : : : ; �.pn/ span h�;
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and there exist a1; : : : ; an > 0 such that
nX

jD1

aj �.pj /D 0:

Proof. According to Lemma 6.1, for all n � dim h, there exists an open and
dense subset Wn � M n

4
such that for all .p1; : : : ; pn/ 2 Wn, the image of h by

ƒp1;:::;pn is d -dimensional and varies smoothly as the points change in Wn. This
already shows that the set of points .p1; : : : ; pn/ 2M n

4
for which conditions (1)

and (2) hold is an open (possibly empty !) subset of M n
4

.
Pick X in the unit sphere of h. By construction, the function p 7�! h�.p/;Xi

has mean 0. Therefore it is possible to find pX ; zpX 2M such that

h�.pX /; Xi< 0 < h�. zpX /; Xi:

By continuity, we also have

h�.pX /; X
0
i< 0 < h�. zpX /; X

0
i;

for all X 0 in some open neighborhood OX of X in the unit sphere of h. As X varies,
the sets OX constitute an open cover of the unit sphere of h, and by compactness
one can extract from this open cover a finite sub-cover OX.1/ ; : : : ; OX.zn/ . We set

pj WD pX.j/ and pjCzn WD zpX.j/ ;

for j D 1; : : : ; zn.
Given any X in the unit sphere of h, it belongs to some OX.j/ and hence the

j -th and the .znC j /-th entries of the vector

.h�.p1/; Xi; : : : ; h�.p2zn/; Xi/;

do not have the same sign. Therefore, we have found 2 zn points satisfying the
required condition. Then ng � dim hC1 is defined to be the least number of points
for which both conditions are fulfilled. �

7. The case of Pm

A convenient way to study our problems on the blow up at points of projective
spaces is to look at the projective space Pm endowed with a Fubini-Study metric
gFS as the quotient of the unit sphere in CmC1 via the standard S1-action given by
the restriction of complex scalar multiplication. We denote by z D .z1; : : : ; zmC1/
complex coordinates in CmC1.

It is well known that the automorphism group of Pm is given by the projec-
tivization of GL.mC 1;C/, whose complex dimension is d D .mC 1/2 � 1. We
therefore seek for d real-valued functions whose .1; 0/-part of the gradient generate
the Lie algebra of the automorphism group. This can be done in two equivalent
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ways: either by explicit computation on the automorphism group, or by relying on
the equivalence described in the previous section between this and the study of the
kernel of the operator

LgFS D�
2
gFS
C 2RicgFS � r

2
gFS
;

which, for Pm with its Fubini-Study metric gFS induced by the Hopf fibration,
becomes

LgFS D�gFS.�gFS C 4 .mC 1//:

Our problem reduces to seeking a basis of functions with mean zero of the eigenspace
of the Laplacian ��gFS associated to the eigenvalue 4 .mC 1/ (i.e. the eigenspace
of the Laplacian ��S2mC1 that are associated to the eigenvalue 4.mC1/ and are
invariant under the S1 action), and this is clearly given by the m2C 2m functions

fab.z/ WD z
a
xzbC zb xza; yfab.z/ WD i .z

a
xzb � zb xza/;

for 1� a < b �mC 1 and

zfa.z/ WD jz
a
j
2
� jzaC1j2;

for a D 1; : : : ; m. Here local coordinates z D .z1; : : : ; zmC1/ are normalized so
that jzj D 1. Recall that we should add the constant function f0 � 1 to this list of
functions in order to have a basis of the kernel of LgFS .

7.1. Example 1: Proof of Proposition 1.1. We give an upper bound for the
number ngFS which corresponds to the least number of points (larger than or equal
to dim hC 1) for which conditions (1) and (2) are fulfilled. Given ˛; ˛0 2 C such
that j˛j2Cj˛0j2 D 1, we consider the following set of points:

pjj 0 WD Œ0 W � � � W 0 W ˛ W 0 W � � � W 0 W ˛0 W 0 W � � � W 0�;

zpjj 0 WD Œ0 W � � � W 0 W ˛ W 0 W � � � W 0 W �˛0 W 0 W � � � W 0�;

ypjj 0 WD Œ0 W � � � W 0 W ˛0 W 0 W � � � W 0 W i ˛ W 0 W � � � W 0�;

Mpjj 0 WD Œ0 W � � � W 0 W ˛0 W 0 W � � � W 0 W �i ˛ W 0 W � � � W 0�;

where 1� j < j 0 �mC 1 correspond to the indices of the nonzero entries. There
are exactly n WD 2m .mC1/ such points which can be labeled q1; : : : ; qn. In order
to be able to apply Theorem 1.3, we need to check that the image of h by ƒq1;:::;qn
is .m2C 2m/-dimensional and is contained in a hyperplane whose normal vector
has positive entries. It is easy to check that (1) is fulfilled provided j˛j ¤ j˛0j and
<..˛ x̨0/2/¤ 0. As far as the second condition is concerned, observe that

h

nX
jD1

�.qj /; Xi D 0;
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for all X 2 h (it enough to check this formula for Killing vector fields associated
to the potentials fab; yfab and zfab since these span h; hence one is left to check
that

Pn
jD1 f .qj /D 0 for f D fab; yfab or zfab). Details are left to the reader. This

completes the proof of Proposition 1.1.
Obviously any explicit calculation will be rather troublesome. It is, hence,

very convenient (and giving best results) to introduce symmetries acting on the
projective space in order to reduce as much as possible the dimension of the space
of elements of the kernel of LgFS that is invariant under these symmetries.

7.2. Example 2: Proof of Corollary 1.1. Let us consider the group �1, acting
on .Pm; gFS/, which is generated by the transformations

Œz1 W � � � W zmC1� 7�! Œ˙z1 W � � � W ˙zmC1�;

as well as by the permutations of the affine coordinates

Œz1 W � � � W zj W � � � W zj
0

W � � � W zmC1� 7�! Œz1 W � � � W zj
0

W � � � W zj W � � � W zmC1�;

for all 1� j < j 0 �mC 1. Of course, the action of any element of the group on
CmC1 maps the unit sphere into itself. The space of elements of the kernel of LgFS

which are invariant under the action of the elements of �1 reduces to the constant
functions. Applying either Theorem 1.1 (which works in an equivariant setting as
well) or Theorem 1.4, we see that the blow up of Pm at any set of points which
is invariant by the action of the group �1 carries constant scalar curvature Kähler
metrics.

Since the following set of points

p1 WD Œ1 W 0 W � � � W 0�; p2 WD Œ0 W 1 W � � � W 0�; : : : ; pmC1 WD Œ0 W � � � W 0 W 1�;

is closed under the action of �1, Theorem 1.4 implies that, for all " > 0 small
enough (say "2 .0; x"0/), that the blow up of Pm at p1; : : : ; pmC1 carries a constant
scale curvature Kähler metric g" associated to the Kähler form

!" 2 �
�Œ!FS�� "

2 .a
1

m�1
" PDŒE1�C : : : ;Ca

1
m�1
" PDŒEmC1�/:

Observe that symmetry implies that the weights associated to the exceptional
divisors must all be equal. Also, since we know that " 7�! a" is a continuous

function of ", the image of " 7�! " a
1

2.m�1/

" contains an interval of the form .0; "0/.
This completes the proof of Corollary 1.1 for this special set of linearly independent
points.

Now, if q1; : : : ; qmC1 2 Pm is any set of linearly independent points, we can
consider an automorphism of the projective space  such that

 .pj /D qj ;
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for all j D 1; : : : ; n. The result we have already obtained shows that one can find
constant scalar curvature Kähler metrics on the blow up of Pm at q1; : : : ; qn but
this time the metric will be close to  �gFS away from the blow up points. Corollary
1.1 then follows from the fact that Œ �gFS� is independent of  and of the choice
of the Fubini-Study metric.

Observe that "2 a
1

m�1
" can take the values of any small enough rational number

and this shows that:

COROLLARY 7.1. The blow up of Pm at q1; : : : ; qmC1 linearly independent
points, polarized by k ��Œ!FS�� .PDŒE1�C � � �C PDŒEmC1�/ is K-semistable for
k sufficiently large.

It is worth mentioning that this result is optimal in the number of points
to be blown up, since for fewer points the manifold would have nonreductive
automorphisms group, and hence no Kähler metrics of constant scalar curvature
by the Mathushima-Lichnerovicz obstruction. Another interesting aspect of this
example is that the manifold obtained still has nontrivial (in fact an m-dimensional)
automorphism group. The point being that the automorphisms surviving the blow
up procedure are precisely those that are not �1-invariant.

7.3. Example 3. We work equivariantly with respect to the action of the group
�2 which is generated by the transformations

Œz1 W � � � W zmC1� 7�! Œ˙z1 W � � � W ˙zmC1�;

as well as the permutation of the first m� 1 affine complex coordinates of CmC1

Œz1 W � � � W zj W � � � W zj
0

W � � � W zmC1� 7�! Œz1 W � � � W zj
0

W � � � W zj W � � � W zmC1�;

for all 1� j < j 0 �m� 1. We consider the following set of blow up points

p1 WD Œ1 W 0 W � � � W 0�; p2 WD Œ0 W 1 W 0 W � � � W 0�; : : : ; pm WD Œ0 W 0 W � � � W 1 W 0�;

and

pmC1 WD Œ0 W � � � W 0 W ˛ W ˛
0�; pmC2 WD Œ0 W 0 W � � � W 0 W ˛ W �˛

0�;

where ˛; ˛0 2 C satisfy j˛j2Cj˛0j2 D 1. Observe that the only potentials invariant
under the action of the group �2 are linear combinations of

f .z/ WD 2� .mC 1/ .jzmj2CjzmC1j2/ and f 0.z/ WD jzmj2� jzmC1j2;

where again the coordinates z D .z1; : : : ; zmC1/ are chosen so that jzj D 1. The
corresponding Killing vector fields will be denoted by X and X 0. In order to be
able to apply Theorem 1.4, we need to check that the image of SpanfX;X 0g by
ƒp1;:::;pmC2 is two-dimensional and that there exists a1; : : : ; amC2 > 0 such that
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a1 D � � � D am�1 and amC1 D amC2 and
mC2X
jD1

aj �
�2.pj /D 0:

Now, we compute

ƒp1;:::;pmC2.X/D .2; : : : ; 2; 1�m; 1�m; 1�m/;

and
ƒp1;:::;pmC2.X

0/D .0; : : : ; 0; 1; j˛j2� j˛0j2; j˛j2� j˛0j2/:

Condition (4) in Theorem 1.4 is always satisfied, while the existence of positive
weights aj is immediate provided j˛0j2 > j˛j2 since in this case, the weights are
given by

a1 D � � � D am�1 D 1Cj˛
0
j
2
� j˛j2;

am D 2 .j˛
0
j
2
� j˛j2/ and amC1 D amC2 D 1:

This proves that, by working equivariantly with respect to the action of the group
�2, the blow up of Pm at the above mC2 points carries a constant scalar curvature
Kähler form.

It is an easy observation that the addition of points to a list of points satisfying
our conditions preserves these conditions (use Lemma 6.2 to see that condition (2)
is preserved). In particular we can add the �2-orbit of any point p (which does not
initially belong to the list) to the above list, and keep the two conditions fulfilled.
For generic choice of the point p the �2-orbit of p has mŠ .2m� 1/ points, so this
substantially increases the number of points one has to blow. However, if one can
also add to the above list points of the form

Œ0 W � � � W 0 W z̨ W ˙z̨0�;

where z̨; z̨0 2 C, j˛j2Cj˛0j2 D 1 so that the list of points remains invariant under
the action of �2. This clearly increases the number of blow up points by 2 when
z̨; z̨0 ¤ 0 or by 1 when ˛ or z̨ D 0. Using this idea, one shows that the blow up of
Pm at mC 2C k points carries a constant scalar curvature Kähler form. Therefore,
we have obtained:

COROLLARY 7.2. The blow up of Pm at n�mC 1 (carefully chosen) points
admits constant scalar curvature Kähler metrics.

7.4. Example 4: Proof of Corollary 1.2. For general Kähler manifolds, with
d -dimensional space of holomorphic vector fields with zeros, one needs to blow up
d points in general position to obtain a manifold without any holomorphic vector
field. In this respect Pm is very special since it is easy to observe that mC 2 points
suffice provided they form a so called projective frame, namely any choice of mC1
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of them are linearly independent in CmC1 (such sets of points are often said to be
in generic position with respect to hyperplanes).

Suppose that, using some equivariant construction (since mC 2� dim h), we
have found a projective frame p1; : : : ; pmC2 for which we can prove that Pm blown
up at p1; : : : ; pmC2 has a Kähler constant scalar curvature metric. The manifold
we obtain after blow up has at most discrete automorphisms and we can then apply
to it the results of Theorem 1.1 to blow up any other set of points and still get
constant scalar curvature Kähler metrics.

For all these reasons we now look for a projective frame for which some
equivariant construction works. We consider the group �3 of permutations of the
mC 1 affine complex coordinates, generated by

Œz1 W � � � W zj W � � � W zj
0

W � � � W zmC1� 7�! Œz1 W � � � W zj
0

W � � � W zj W � � � W zmC1�;

for 1� j < j 0 �mC 1. Given ˛ 2 C we define the points

p1 WD Œ1 W � � � W 1�; p2 WD Œ˛ W 1 W � � � W 1�; : : : ; pmC2 WD Œ1 W � � � W 1 W ˛�:

The set of points fp1; : : : ; pmC1g is invariant under the action of �3. The only
Killing fields which are invariant under the action of �3 are associated to a multiple
of the potential

f WD
X
a¤b

za xzb;

when coordinates z D .z1; : : : ; zmC1/ are normalized by jzj D 1. Let us denote
by X the Killing vector field associated to this potential. Again, we need to check
that ƒp1;:::;pmC2.X/ is not zero and that there exists a1; : : : ; amC2 > 0 such that
a2 D : : : ; amC2 (to preserve the symmetry) for which (5) (�1) holds. Condition (4)
is always fulfilled since

ƒp1;:::;pmC2.X/D
�
m;
m .m�1C2<˛/

mCj˛j2
; : : : ;

m .m� 1C 2<˛/

mCj˛j2

�
;

and condition (5) holds for

a1 DmCj˛j
2 a2 D � � � D amC2 Dm.mC 1/.1� 2<˛�m/:

Therefore the hypotheses of Theorem 1.4 are fulfilled provided we choose 2<˛ <
1�m. It is easy to see that the points p1; : : : ; pmC2 form a projective frame and
hence the blow up of Pm at these points does not carry any holomorphic vector
field. This completes the proof of Corollary 1.2 for this special set of blow up
points.

Since the blow up of Pm at another projective frame q1; : : : ; qmC2 is biholo-
morphic to the blow up of Pm at p1; : : : ; pmC2, this result ensures the existence of
constant scalar curvature Kähler metrics on the blow up of Pm at any projective
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frame. Recall that the freedom of choices of projective frames in Pm ranges clearly
in an open and dense subset of .Pm/mC2. In addition, since the manifolds obtained
after blowing up the points of a projective frame do not have holomorphic vector
field and carry constant scalar curvature metrics, we can subsequently apply the
result of Theorem 1.1 to get the existence of constant scalar curvature Kähler metrics
on the blow up of Pm at any set of points p1; : : : ; pn, n�mC 2, provided mC 2
of them constitute a projective frame. This completes the proof of Corollary 1.2 in
full generality.

As in Example 2, we can interpret our result in terms ofK-semistability. Since
a1 ¤ a2, we cannot conclude directly that there exists constant scalar curvature
metrics in rational classes. Nevertheless, since the blown up manifolds do not have
any holomorphic vector fields, the application of the implicit function theorem [15]
guarantees the existence of constant scalar curvature Kähler metrics in any nearby
Kähler class and in particular in a wealth of rational classes too (losing though
explicitness on their form). To summarize, we have:

COROLLARY 7.3. On the blow up of Pm at the points p1; : : : ; pmC2 defined
above, there exist rational Kähler classes close to

!" D �
�Œ!FS�� "

2

�
a

1
m�1

1 PDŒE1�C � � �C a
1

m�1

mC2 PDŒEmC2�
�

for which the polarized manifold .M; Œ!"�/ is K-semistable, provided " is small
enough.

7.5. Comments. So far we have studied the problem of finding a Kähler con-
stant scalar curvature metric on the blow up of Pm at a given set of points, regardless
of the Kähler classes we obtain. It is also interesting to keep track of the Kähler
classes for which such a canonical representative exists. Let us fix mD 2 where
our understanding is more complete and start with the minimum number of points,
nD 3, for which the problem is nonvacuous. Siu [26] and Tian-Yau [31] proved
that the blow up of P2 at three points has a constant scalar curvature metric in

��Œ!FS�� .PDŒE1�CPDŒE2�CPDŒE3�/;

(hence an Einstein metric) if and only if the points do not lie on a line.
Example 2 shows that

��Œ!FS�� "
2 .PDŒE1�CPDŒE2�CPDŒE3�/;

has a canonical representative if and only if the points are not aligned (the reverse
follows from Matsushima-Licherowicz obstruction). Ross-Thomas ([24, Ex. 5.30]
have proved that the classes

��Œ!FS�� "
2 PDŒE1�� "4 .PDŒE2�CPDŒE3�/
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do not have a constant scalar curvature representative independent of the position
of the points, provided " is small enough.

For the blow up of P2 at four points, Tian has proved that a constant scalar
curvature Kähler metric exists in

��Œ!FS�� .PDŒE1�CPDŒE2�CPDŒE3�CPDŒE4�/;

if and only if they form a projective frame. Example 4 also tells us that

��Œ!FS�� "
2 PDŒE1�� "2 a .PDŒE2�CPDŒE3�CPDŒE4�/;

for some a > 0, has a canonical representative (and hence the same is true for any
class in an open subset of the Kähler cone around these classes since there are no
more automorphisms surviving the blow up procedure), while again Ross-Thomas’
obstruction prevents other classes from having such a representative. It is easy to
see that one could also use Siu-Tian-Yau’s metric as base metric on the blow up of
P2 at three points to blow up one further point in our construction so as also to get
(an open subset of the Kähler cone around) the classes of the form

��Œ!FS�� .PDŒE1�CPDŒE2�CPDŒE3�/� "2 PDŒE4�:

We also know thanks to Example 3 that for an open set of four points, three
on a line, such a representative exists in the classes

��Œ!FS�� "
2 .PDŒE1�CPDŒE2�CPDŒE3�CPDŒE4�/;

but one needs to be careful about the fact that these manifolds are not biholomorphic
to the ones obtained blowing up a projective frame.

For more than four points a similar game can be played but this time Tian’s
Einstein metrics (which exist if no three collinear points are blown up, no 5 of them
lie on a quadric and no 8 on a cubic) can be used on different base manifolds also.
So we end up with a wealth of open subsets of the Kähler cone.

8. Further examples

To show some other applications of our method we look at the problem of
blowing up products of Kähler constant scalar curvature manifolds. As we recalled in
the introduction such problems have been deeply investigated in complex dimension
2 and we know by now that Kähler metrics with zero scalar curvature exist on
blow ups of P1 � P1, P2 (at n � 10 points) or T1 � P1 (for n � 4), as proved
by Rollin-Singer in [23] . Moreover in [22] they have been able to find constant
(nonzero) scalar curvature Kähler metrics also on the blow up of P1 �P1 at n� 6
points, while zero scalar curvature Kähler metrics on blow ups of P1 �†, when †
is a Riemann surface of genus greater than or equal to 2, have been constructed by
LeBrun-Singer [16].
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We now look at similar situations in arbitrary dimensions.

8.1. Example 5: The case of Pm1 �M . This type of manifold, when M is
taken to be a Riemann surface has attracted particular interest since a complete
understanding of these examples leads via algebraic geometric techniques to the
relation with stability of rank-two vector bundles over Riemann surfaces. By
understanding via a different approach these models in our more general setting,
we hope to provide tool in the study of similar approaches to higher rank vector
bundles over any Kähler constant scalar curvature manifold.

We assume throughout this example that .M; J; g; !/ is a Kähler manifold of
any dimension m2 and without any holomorphic vector fields vanishing somewhere.
We consider on Pm1 �M the product metric yg WD gFSC g, with a Fubini-Study
metric on Pm1 normalized as in the previous section.

With these conventions the kernel of the operator

Lyg D�
2
yg
C 2Ricyg � r

2
yg
;

is naturally identified with the vector space spanned by the constant functions and
the functions fab , yfab and zfa defined on Pm1 , for 1� a<b�m1C1, as described
above.

As in Example 2, we then look at the group acting on Pm1 which reduces the
invariant kernel to be generated by the constant function. We set

p1 WD Œ1 W 0 W � � � W 0�; : : : ; pm1C1 D Œ0 W � � � W 0 W 1�;

and consider the points .p1; q1/; : : : ; .pm1C1; qm1C1/ in Pm1 �M where q1; : : : ;
qm1C1 are arbitrarily chosen on M and possibly coinciding. It is easy to check that
our conditions are fulfilled and hence we have obtained the:

COROLLARY 8.1. Given any two points q1; : : : ; qm1C1 in M (possibly coin-
ciding), the blow up of Pm1 �M at .p1; q1/, . . . , .pm1C1; qm1C1/ carries constant
scalar curvature Kähler metrics.

When m1 D 1, a stronger version of the above corollary was proved by
LeBrun-Singer in [16] when M is a Riemann surface of genus at least 2. In fact
Lebrun-Singer proved that the metric on the blow up can be chosen to have zero
scalar curvature. When M D† is a Riemann surface, we have gained the freedom
of assigning any sign to the constant scalar curvature obtained. In the case M
is a torus, one must recall that all holomorphic vector fields are parallel so that
it falls into the category allowed by this construction. In complex dimension 2,
Rollin-Singer [23] proved that four suitably choosen points to be blown up suffice
to have zero scalar curvature metrics.

The strategy used in either Example 1, Example 3 or Example 4 extends easily
to Pm1 �M . Details are left to the reader.
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8.2. Example 6: The case of Pm1 �Pm2 . The case of P1 �P1 falls directly
in the previous discussion since P2 blown up at nC 1� 2 points is biholomorphic
to the blow up of P1�P1 at n (suitably chosen) points; the results of Corollary 1.1
and Corollary 1.2 translate directly into the following:

COROLLARY 8.2. For any n� 2 there exist points

.p1; : : : ; pn/ 2 .P
1
�P1/n4

such that the blow up of P1�P1 at p1; : : : ; pn has constant scalar curvature Kähler
metrics.

For the general case, as seen in the previous examples, we can either work
equivariantly with respect to a symmetry group or apply the general strategy to
estimate ng , the least number for which Theorem 1.3 applies. For this second
line, we can easily adapt the construction of Example 1 to show that the blow
up of Pm1 �Pm2 at the points of the form .p; q/ where, with obvious notation,
p 2 fpij ; zpij ; ypij ; Lpij g and q 2 fqij ; zqij ; yqij ; Lqij g, carries a Kähler metric with
constant scalar curvature. It is again easy to check that the conditions are fulfilled.
This shows that ng � 4m1m2 .m1C 1/ .m2C 1/ for Pm1 �Pm2 .

To reduce the number of points that have to be blown up, we must introduce a
some symmetry group. Let us indicate by .z1; : : : ; zm1C1/ and .u1; : : : ; um2C1/
complex affine coordinates for the two factors Pm1 and Pm2 . On the product
manifold we consider the product of the Fubini-Study metrics normalized as above.

Consider the group �4 generated by permutations of the firstm1 affine complex
coordinates of .z1; : : : ; zm1C1/, the permutations of the first m2 affine complex
coordinates of .u1; : : : ; um2C1/ and also by

.Œz1 W � � � W zm1C1�; Œu1 W � � � W um2C1�/

7�! .Œ˙z1 W � � � W ˙zm1C1�; Œ˙u1 W � � � W ˙um2C1�/;

acting on Pm1 � Pm2 . We see that the only potentials, in the kernel of the lin-
earized scalar curvature operator, that are invariant under the action of �4 are linear
combinations of

f .z; u/ WD 1� .m1C 1/ jz
m1C1j

2 and f 0.z; u/ WD 1� .1Cm2/ ju
m2C1j

2;

if, as usual, we agree that the coordinates

z D .z1; : : : ; zm1C1/ and uD .u1; : : : ; um2C1/

are normalized by jzj D juj D 1. We denote by X and X 0 the associated Killing
vector fields. Let us look at the points
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p1 WD .Œ1 W 0 W � � � W 0�; Œ0 W � � � W 0 W 1�/; : : : ; pm1 WD .Œ0 W � � � W 1 W 0�; Œ0 W � � � W 0 W 1�/;

zp1 WD .Œ1 W 0 W � � � W 0�; Œ1 W 0 W � � � W 0�/; : : : ; zpm1m2 WD .Œ0 W � � � W 1 W 0�; Œ0 W � � � W 1 W 0�/;

yp1 WD .Œ0 W � � � W 0 W 1�; Œ1 W 0 W � � � W 0�/; : : : ; ypm2 WD .Œ0 W � � � W 0 W 1�; Œ0 W � � � W 1 W 0�/:

The points p1; : : : ; pm1 are obtained by the action of the permutations of the firstm1
coordinates of the first factor. The points zp1; : : : ; zpm1m2 are obtained by the action
of the permutations of the firstm1 coordinates of the first factor and the permutations
of the firstm2 coordinates of the second factor. The points yp1; : : : ; ypm2 are obtained
by the action of the permutations of the first m2 coordinates of the second factor.
There are exactly n WDm1Cm1m2Cm2 points that we will label q1; : : : ; qn (they
are arranged by first listing the points pj , then the points zpj and finally the points
ypj ). We have

ƒq1;:::;qn.X/D .1; : : : ; 1; 1; : : : ; 1;�m1; : : : ;�m1/;

ƒq1;:::;qn.X
0/D .�m2; : : : ;�m2; 1; : : : ; 1; 1; : : : ; 1/:

We also have

m2.1Cm1/
m1P
jD1

��4.pj /C .m1m2� 1/
m1m2P
jD1

��4. zpj /Cm1.1Cm2/
m2P
jD1

��4. ypj /

D 0:

The assumptions of Theorem 1.4 are fulfilled provided m1m2 � 2 and we get
constant (positive) scalar curvature Kähler metrics on the blow up of Pm1 �Pm2

at these points.

COROLLARY 8.3. Assume that m1m2�2. There exists .m1C1/.m2C1/�1
points such that the blow up of Pm1 �Pm2 at those points carries constant scalar
curvature Kähler metrics of positive scalar curvature.

This estimate is certainly not optimal. For example, let us analyze the special
case of P1 �P2 in more detail. In this example we can get a better estimate on the
least number of points necessary for Theorem 1.4 to hold by looking at the group
�5 generated by the transformations

.Œz1 W z2�; Œu1 W u2 W u3�/ 7�! .Œ˙z1 W ˙z2�; Œ˙u1 W ˙u2 W ˙u3�/:

The potentials invariant under the action of �5 are now combinations of the functions

f1.z; u/ WD jz
1
j
2
�jz2j2; f2.z; u/ WD ju

1
j
2
�ju2j2 and f3.z; u/ WD ju

2
j
2
�ju3j2:

We choose

p1 WD .Œ1 W 0�; Œ1 W 0 W 0�/; p2 WD .Œ1 W 0�; Œ0 W 1 W 0�/;

p3 WD .Œ0 W 1�; Œ1 W 0 W 0�/; p4 WD .Œ0 W 1�; Œ0 W 0 W 1�/:
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We denote by Xj the Killing vector field associated to the potential fj . It is easy to
check that

ƒp1;:::;p4.X1/D .1; 1;�1;�1/;

ƒp1;:::;p4.X2/D .1;�1; 1; 0/;

ƒp1;:::;p4.X3/D .0; 1; 0;�1/;

and
��5.p1/C 2 �

�5.p2/C �
�5.p3/C 2 �

�5.p4/D 0;

from which it follows at once that the assumptions of Theorem 1.4 are fulfilled. We
have thus:

COROLLARY 8.4. The blow up of P1 � P2 at p1; : : : ; p4 carries constant
positive scalar curvature Kähler metrics of positive scalar curvature.

Note that the previous calculation gave five points for the existence of the
canonical metric. The examples just described still carry vanishing holomorphic
vector fields and so cannot a priori be used for iteration of blow ups. Following the
line of ideas described in Example 4 we now give an estimate on the least number
of points for which the procedure works and no holomorphic vector fields exist on
the blown up manifold.

Consider the group �5 generated by the permutations of the m1C 1 affine
coordinates of the first factor and the permutations of the m2C1 affine coordinates
of the second factor. The invariant potentials are now spanned by the functions

f .z; u/ WD
X
a¤b

za xzb and f 0.z; u/ WD
X
a¤b

ua xub:

We choose ˛; z̨ 2 C and consider in Pm1 �Pm2 the points of the form .p1; q1/,
.p1; q2/, .p2; q1/ and .p2; q2/ where

p1 WD Œ1 W � � � W 1�; q1 WD Œ1 W � � � W 1�;

p2 2 fŒ˛ W 1 W � � � W 1�; : : : ; Œ1 W � � � W 1 W ˛�g ;

q2 2 fŒz̨ W 1 W � � � W 1�; : : : ; Œ1 W � � � W 1 W z̨�g :

There are exactly n WD .m1C 2/.m2C 2/ such points which are labeled r1; : : : ; rn
(and we arrange them by first listing the point .p1; q1/, then points of the form
.p1; q2/, next points of the form .p2; q1/ and finally points of the form .p2; q2/).
If X and X 0 denote the Killing vector fields associated to f and f 0, we have

ƒr1;:::;rn.X/D .m1; m1; : : : ; m1; A; : : : ; A;A; : : : ; A/;

and
ƒr1;:::;rn.X

0/D .m2; B; : : : ; B;m2; : : : ; m2; B; : : : ; B/;
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where

A WD
m1 .m1� 1C 2<˛/

m1Cj˛j2
and B WD

m2 .m2� 1C 2< z̨/

m2Cjz̨j2
:

The assumptions of Theorem 1.4 are fulfilled provided A < 0, B < 0 and AB <
m1m2 and hence the blow up of Pm1 �Pm2 at those points has no holomorphic
vector fields. This proves the following:

COROLLARY 8.5. There exist .m1C 2/.m2C 2/ points such that the blow up
of Pm1 �Pm2 at those points carries constant scalar curvature Kähler metrics and
no holomorphic vector field.
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